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WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUCKY. FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1888.
' VOLUME XVIII. NO 32.
weather Almost too Cold
--TO THINK OF
Spring Goods,
But we want it thoroughly understood that we are making great pre-
parations for the coming season. We will commence to open our
Spring Stock about February 1st, and will be able to
Show About February 20th,
the most complete line of Spring Goods ever brought to
this section of the country. Our buyers are now in the market and
from the amount of goods they write they have purchased, it
will tax our spacious quarters to put them on sale. Remember
we were not in business last Spring, consequently have
No Last Year's Shop•worn, 011 Styles On Hand.
Everything, bright, New, Clean and the very Latest Styles.
Our Extraordinary Advantages in Buying
Enable is to sell for less money than other merchants. Fveybody who
has pry Gpods to buy this Spring should call on Baesett de Co., and
Inspect their snarnmoth stock before snaking purchases. We
start in the New Year with the determination to do the
largest retail business in Southern Kentucky.
How do We Propose to do It
ist. By carrying the largest stock.
§d. By showing the greatest variety.
3d. By handling more novelties than other houses.
4th. By selling for cash.
5th. By marking all goods in plain figures.
6th. By having strictly one price.
7th. By guaranteeir g everything we sell.
8th. By refunding money if customers are not satisfied with
purchases
9th. By treating customers politely whether they are looking
or buying.
10th. By saving customers money cn every dollar's worth of
pFy Goods they buy.
- We mean Every word we Say
and stand ready and willing to prove every word of the above, if you
will call at Bassett & Co's.,
Wreckers of High Prices.
What Winter Goods we have left are being sold at about half our
original price, and you well know that our original prices were 26 per
Fent. lpFer that other people 4sked for same goods.
You cannot spend an hour more profitably anywhere than at
Bassett & Co.,
No. 4, North Main Street, 1IOPKINSVILLE, KY.
•
They Must Go!
This is our great Semi-annual
Sale---a closing sale of Winter Gods
f '0 deecii tions. The holidays
ver we settle down to regular
business, commencing 1888 with
better values than ever. We must
make room for our immense Spring
stock,
Do you want the best 1111,150 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's
Do you want the be t $2 00 Over-
coat? Buy at rye & Walton's.
Do you want the b,lt $3.00 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's.
Do yru want the Des $5.00 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's.
13t7 the best $g.op Trousers at
- rye 4 Walton s.
Buy the best $5.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
Buy the best $6.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
Our constantly increasingtrade is
easily accounted for by the fact that
we sell thoroughly reliable goods at
reasonable prices. We are always
glad to show our goods and it will
pay you to investigate us before you
buy. Call and see us,
PYE&WALTON
Hopkinsville, Ky.
2 Doors From Bank of Hopkinsville.
SEM MOM
Richmond, Va.
Established 1834.
This paper has been published for tarty-three
years, mod is the oldest Itpiss'opal nailer in thy
United State* 14 publishes all important
church news, dolhestif and foevigo: It has
*noisy teeeseetieg eovespondenta. and gives
special attention to the entertainment and Itn•
provement of obi and young in the family (lir-
e!. n opposes Ito tin nil all inoii•stion.foreign to the doctrine of the religion of JesusChrist, as this church has received the sante.
Price Reduced to Two Dollars a Year.
There I. no pipet of this( hulirli better adaptOil In all the members of the homily. Try It
Combined With Groat Refracting Pommy..
Tway ARE AA TitaSSfsa8XT Az.k, I iiimachme
Ltd Preece,
And for softoloss of endurance to the ***cannotbe eseeited, enablior the wearer mo read fur
eours without fatigue. in fact, they are
IPSIRFECT RIGHT PRESERVEKS.
Testimonials from the leading physician. In
the Unite.' sitat,e can be Wen who hail their
sight improved by their use.
ALL EYES FITTED,
And the Fit Guaranteed by
H. B. GARNER,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
There glasses are not supplied to peddlers at
any price A. K. MIAIIWKP.
Wholesale Depots "Auslr.T.
Female College
Hupkinsville,Ky.
The Fall Term will open on MONDAY, AU.OUST ta, '87. Aa eaportelsood faculty, Moir-onehO astructioa sad terms ma heretofore. Tor
other Information eau on or adaress
J. tir RUST.
ItesittantU Kv
CONDENSED NEWS.
There wire sixty-four deaths In Louis-
ville (luring the past week.
The Chattanoogs Commercial
burned out again Saturday.
An earthquake was felt in the New
England towns Monday night.
Fire caused a tom of $200,000 on build-
ings in Newark, 0., Wednesday night.
Heavy anow storm in New York and
Was
New England has blockaded the rail-
road. 
•
The Moody uteetinge in Louisville
will be continued till Sunday, February
12th,
'rite storming of t)ie ice palace at S.
Phil Friday was witnessed by 100,000
people.
At • tire in Pittsburg, Monday night
$300,000 worth of • property was de-
stroyed.
Charles C. White, editor of the Flew-
ingsbueg Titnee-Democrat, has been de-
clared losane.
Speaker Carlisle hes gone to Fortress
Monroe for a few diys to seek rest and
recuperation. - *)
Al Wats c , rTrABINI
and his wife %ere burned to death in
their ilwellitig .
The nomination) of Dr. Currey for
postmaster at Nesliville. Tenn., has
been coctirmed.
James Fairfield committed
near Nashville Saturday. Ile said he
was tired of life.
At Susquehanna, Pa., a fire broke out
Thursday Whit'll destroyed $200,000
worth of property.
The ' reeidebee of Mr. '1'. J. 'lime,
jeweier at Ftlikm, Ky bursted Shur-
thy. Loss, $4,000.
The printing eetablisliment of H. W.
Rokker, Spritigfield, Ill., burned Sat-
iirdity. Lose, $75,000.
The Chemical Paper Company 'a mill
at South Holyoke, Mass , was burned
'fueeday. Loss $100,000..
The oil warehouse of Delaell tt Co.,
Pittsbing, Ps., was destroyed by fire
Tha rsday. Lose, $50
Ben Chase, a former journalist of Lou-
isville, died of neuralgia of the heart at
Ft. Smith, Ark., Saturday.
The reports of the trouble lit Bell
county over Gen Duffield's survey have
been greatly exaggerated.
The Os emcee County Bank at Port
Whittington, Wile, haw matte an assign-
ment. Liabilities, $114,000.
Patrick J. Towle, s holesale tt-a, cof-
fee and spice dealer, Chicago, has as-
signed. LiabhhitIes 1100,000
The Howard House at Malone, Frank-
lin county, New York, was burned
Monday night. Lose $210,000.
On Thursday morning Barbour &
Co.'s thread mill at Allentown, Pa.,
burned with a logs of $225,000.
At Formay Spring& near Maysville,
Ky., J. N. Hawley's store was bur-
glarized of $200 Tuesdayatight.
The residence of Chas. Hilzaril, editor
Sunday Teiegratn, Elinyra, N. Y.,
burned Tuesday. Loin, $25,C00.
The passenger depot of the New York
Central road at Niagara Falls was
burned Thursdey night. Loss, $25,000.
Anderson Frazier & Co's , car wheel
works, of Sydney, 0., was destroyed by
fire Thursday night, with a loss of $40,-
000.
The celebrated tora Lee (nuttier trial
st Springfield, Mo., has ended and a
verdict of acquittal rendered by the
Jury.
Speaker and Mrs. Carlisle were re-
ceived with a salute of tieventten guns
when they went ashore to visit Fort
Mouroe Tuesday.
The residence of Overton Lea, live
miles omit front Nusliville on the Granny
ti bite Pike, was destroyed by fire Mon-
day. Loss $65,000.
E. B. Jonee, a young luau about
twenty-one years of age, eloped with
hie aunt and they were married in
Washington Shit oley.
The hospital for crippled children in
New York caught fire Monday. There
were I63 children there under treat-
ment but all eticaped.
The citizene of f rankfort have (Attired
the ,I.ouieville Southern $100,000 to ex-
tend its line from Welton, nine mike
distant, to Frankfort.
An explosion of dynamite at time Car-
bon Limestone Company's quarries near
Youngstown, 0., killed live men
and injured many
At Holly Grove, Ark., Jim Puckett
shot and fatally wounded A. R. Run-
/le/le because the latter %hipped him it)
a fight a few dl). before.
Dr. Asa Gray, a noted botanist anti
for rusey years profeeeor of botany at
Howard College, died Monday night at
the age of seventy-seven years.
Jesse Crecilius, e wife deserter, liv-
ing near Milltowe, tud., wail called out
by the white tape' last Tueedey and
given fifty itudies on the bareback.
•A half &men business houses were
destroyed by fire on Broadway, .New
York Monday.. Several accideljte to
fireman occurred. i.e., $1,500,000.
Morino.' elders are at stork iii War•
ren awl Terrell cutintlra, I ieurglii.
There Is winshlerahle feeling instil.
floated and tar hid feelliera ate isiktil
At Tiitarkaila, Ark„ a lookouts's
while lit mink Jumped irom a 00111 story
window to the *mewl below, a distant*,
of seventy-five bet. lie was wilt jored.
The etiow-storm in the east la one of
the heaviest known in years. Trains
are blockaded in every direction. snow
Plows are useless oh t account 010hetirilt-
ing.
A mob at Plymouth, N C., took three
negroes frout the sii at that place,
hangs d • then! and then m iddled their
bodies with bullets. The nrgro's crime
was murder.
A drunkeii man turned over a lamp
in a Dallas, Tex.. boarding house,
which act the building afire, lie was
burned to death and at veral others had
narrow escapes.
Christian Feick, of Snowden, Pa.,
killed his wife with a shot
-gun and then
himself last Monday night. lie was
temporarily insane, the result of
brooding over poverty.
Miss Ettie Shattuck, a young school
teacher living in Holt county, Neb., was
so badly frczeti during the recent bliz-
zard that both her legs had to be ampu-
tated. She will IleiCt•er.
An eighteen-year-old girl, (laughter
I of • wealthy Miseouri (termer, has die-
appeared from her home at Barnard. I
Suspicion rests upon the fcally, as they
would say nothieg about her.
To win a wager of $10, Tommie Cune
dal'. a sporting man of Bedford, Mahe,
ran a 'Mildred yards through the streets
of that city in a nude condition, with the
mercury at six degrees below zero.
A printer named Haight Stevens at-
tempted to commit suicide in Louisville
Friday night. Ile stabbed himnself with
a knife imi the region of the heart, but the
knife blade was not long enough to reach
the vital organ.
W. . Castleman, a young man who
came to Owensboro recently from
Frankfort, was arrested Friday for
forging the tomes of Peter and Em-
met Barley to a note and diecoutiting it
at the Citizens Bank
Rev. E. P. Milo', pastor of the Church
of Reformation, New ,York, wl:n has
been missing from his home since De-
cember 29111, has just been found In a
hospital in Memphis, Tenn. Ile can't
explain how he came there.
The second section of a passenger
train on the Savannah. Florida & Wes-
tern road ran into tile first on last Tuts-
lay evening. Aim engineer Was killed
end a firemen ilingerotiely wounded.
Four eleeping care were burned.
Jito. I) West, Keoxville, the young
man who was wouluded by Jas. F.
Rule, aaeociate editor .0 the Knoxville
Journal, Is dead. A %arrant has been
sworn out A &net Rule charging hint
et ith murder in the first degree.
A fernier in the Indian Territory sui-
cide,' he haegilig Saturday'. lie
climbed to the top of a high barn, placed
a rope around hie neck, tied it to a pro-
jecting log and jumped off, breaking hie
neck. Ile hail recently lost his wife and
cit lid.
Evansville Tribune tells of a
beautittil young lady of that city who
wits. Nance(' by a fortune teller to forge
the moue of a rich society lady to a
note ordering millinery goods from a
house in that city. She was not prose-
cuted.
James Britton, charged in a Chicsgo
court with an essatilt upon a young la-
dy, was found not guilty, whereupon
the father of the girl drew a pistol, at
tempted to shoot him, hut was prevented
by the girl catching !lie arm and begging
him to desist. •
The grip on a cable car at St Paul,
Minn , relused to work while on a steep
grade and the car ran away down at-
hill. A sharp curve at the foot of the
incline caused time car to fly the track
and overturn. One nian was killed ;Awl
fourteen Injured.
Two little children of Mrs. Mary
Brown were burned to death at Dawson,
Ga., Sunday. She went out for a visit
and left the children in the house, and
when elm retprned found the building
in names. Site could gee them running
about but could not reach them.
A war kit Imminent between the citi-
zens of Bell count!, Ky., mud Gen.
survey ing corp.,. a ho are
runnieg out some old land grants under
an order of the United States court.
Reports state that the surveyilig camp
is surrounded by angry citizens who
threateu to kill every Wan of them un-
less they leave at once.
A dispatch prom Atlanta say a: "A
bottle of corn whisky, taken from a
prisoner, exploded at the police station
Thorediay• The noise Was deafeeing,
and a piece of glass struck a policeman
awl tore hie forearm to pieces. A citi-
zen was seriously injured in the head.
The a itisky a as sold in a high license
ealcon."
Dr. Geo. S Meige, a dentist. of New
York city in good etantling, suicide('
Tuesday by taking twelve drops of
prueeic acid, a quantity ouflicietst to
have killed ten men. Dr. 5Ieige was a
cousin of Quartermaster General kleige
of the army, whose daughter recently
married Archibald Forbes, the (moue
war cot respondent.
Eugene 'nowt, nephew of a Louis-
ville druggist, and principal of the
Fulton-etreet twitted at Coltonbum, 0 ,
alio absconded with $5)) entrusted to
him to pay the tem:here, cotuntitteul sui-
cide Monday night at Columbus, 0.
lie said he wax; between the peniten-
tiary awl Ileetit, anti lie preferred the
letter. lie had been gambling.
A dog Raved Hie life of George Ileeg,
oh Long 'Maud revently. During the
cold spell lie was out walking, a ben lie
was attacked with an epileptic tit and
fell on the lee 011e0f,Sei01111. if is uhig,
after try imug n1 vsium to arouse hist,
aelhel hie hat and ran back home, where
tie 'waled so piteously that one of the
nieu employed, believing something
wrong, followed him back to his 111118-
ter, who was found almost frezen.
A special from Key Weet, Fla., etatee
that a collision oceut red on the ()este
road, rtinnitig from 11aValli1a 10 Yuen*,
between a passenger and freight train.
'The engimers and firemen of both trains
were killed and about forty I aseengers
lejuired. 'The conductor of the paseen-
ger train haul to walk twelve miles to a
telegraph station for help, conaequently
many to the injured died before &Relat-
e/we reectied them.
The ilattiell-McCoy trouble is settled
for the preortiti The *Kent sent down
there by tiny. Wilson 111111VestigaIe the
wetter repot ts that De Maitre have all
laid indite their Millis RIIII that Pelee
ralglia, Ile list the ne.
der mit the itillitery hid the
state etirtiote hate
been ordered in rename to their homes,
lit the Kint'alti moutitslite, Denten
'rerritory, live masked num called at
the house of Reuben
wee:thy cattle ow tier, liv Pig near Spring
Station, and to notice the old MISII Lell
where his money was held his lopels on
a red hot stove until he Was 1111c01111c1014,
klis wife then gave them all the money
in the honer end certificate of deposit
on a K11111010 City blink. Williamson ia
expected to die. The robbers eecapeil.
On 'fuesilay at Centre Sydney, near
Augusta, Me., Ed ward Went% °rill was
fatally shot by his eon. Ile was a 111811
of large family and very cruel to them.
After beating hie wife, he struck his
daughter, knocking her down, hid was
choking her when his wife renum-
strated; whereupon he jumped tip,
swearing lie would kill her, and started
for his pistol. iii. eon was before him,
anti grabbing the weapon shot hie
father through the heart.
At Cleveland,
from some unaccountable cause com-
menced to abuse Ids wife, a ho Was in
beet, being in a delicate condition, and
finally pulled her out of bed and kicked
and brulfteil her in a horrible manner.
During this ante she pee birth to a
child, which was born dead. 'The father
dug a hole in the yard, put the child in,
covered it up and returning to the
imitate continued lilt abuse and blows
until neighbors came in and put a atop
to the inhuman conduct, lie was ar-
rested but managed to escape and Is
still at large.
'feen., Chas. Burton,
While a gang of men were at work I
digging the snow out of a cut on the ;
Connecticut River railroad firer Spring- Accidenally Shot—Badly Barred—
Mesa., Saturday, a train ran into Miraculous Escape—Other News.
them, killieg three and wounding an- ' News volutes to us that R. E. Allen, of
other. the White Plaius country, had the mitt-
At Purell, 1. T., a desperado named fortune to shoot himself accidentally
last Saturday. Ile was out hunting andJim McKnight in a fight with officers
I who attempted to arrest him for a mur- slipped up on the &mom ground when
der committed a few days previous, his gun was discharged, shooting him
killed two of them, and Rai* himself in the hand,
 leg al") taa-ly. The wounds
are not considered dangerous, althoughkilled.
they .ar 
--
e very painful.Idadisonville
Times. 
NEWS OF INTEREST.
Several days ago • tramp stole a tine
overcoat from one of the forme in front
of Schlesinger tt Geibel's dry goods
store. Immediately the theft was dis-
covered, information given to the po-
llee and a search for the culprit com-
menced. The search was &Warns until
twenty-four hours after the occurrence,
when the tramp was arrested with the
overcoat in hie possession. Yesterday
he was taken before Judge Ward,. and
during his examination was asked
%there tie had been hiding. His answer
Was that lie had beeil hiding in the
store of a Mall W110 *1011'1 advertise, for
he knew no one would go there. What
a lesson this teaches !—Ilendersou Jour-
nal.
Olt Wednesday of last week John
-Kennedy, a nian well known in Prince-
ton, was in Mr. Williams' pool-room on
Main street, and in tome manner hurt
his hand. The wound was only slight,
mid at the titue Mr. Kennedy did not
pay much attention to it further than to
tie it up; but in doing this, how-ever, he
saturated the cloths used in wrapping
up hula hand pretty thorougly with tur-
pent'ne. Ile Is boarding at the Simpson
Roues., and that night when be went to
retire, in lighting a match 1115 let the
flame come iii contact with the turpen-
tined cloths on Itie hand, and in an in-
etant titat member was all a-blaze, He
"yelled" en alarm and rushed down
stairs at a break-neck speed, and entered
the office of tbe hotel "one sheet of
name." Everybody in the house was
alarmed and awakened by hit piercing
cries, and regineer Huge ood and other.
rust ed to his assistance as quickly a.
possible. Buckets of water were forth-
coming, and the "blazing man" was
soon out of all immediate danger. This
done, Mr. Simplon had the presence cf
mind to rush up stairs to the room Mr.
Keentely had 80 suddenly emerged front
and was just in time to extinguish a
small fire there, that, in a few moments
mere would have aumunteAl to a disas-
trous contlagration. In the meantime
Dr. Baker was hunted tip and came
quickly um the relief of the sufferer, atm
must have been suffering indeed, for
%hell the fragments of burned clothe
were torn assay large pieces of crisp
flesh fell from tin' iejtired hand. It. jut
said to have bet-ii a pitiful sight. Dr.
Baker dressed the wound, and gave the
patient opiates to ease hie sufferings
through the night. Mr. Kennedy is yet
confined to ilie room at the Siumpaon
House, undergoing intense suffering,
whit Dr. Baker still attending on him
professionally. He is also kindly eared
for by the proprietor ot the hotel, and
on account of his intenee eufferitige, Ilan
the sympathy of all who have eeen 111111.
—Princeton Banner.
There is a region surrounding Bat-
son's Mill, on Barton'e Creek, in tlis-
trict No. 10, of this county, that sur-
passes auytiiiiig itl Tentniseee for rug-
ged, steep bluff cliffs, which give the
locality a meet desolme and gloomy
appearance. During the recent cold
snap, Waite the face of the earth waif as
slippery as the skin of • live et!, Boll-
vet. Barton was engaged at work just
outside of a barn that stands near the
edge of the greatest of all these bluffs,
on what is known is Jackson's hill.
While thus engaged Barton lost control
of hit feet anti began slippitig down a
slight incline, but apparently thought
he would be able to stop himself before
he reached the edge of the bluff. In
this he was mistakett for his speed in-
creased and finally away he went over
the first ledge of the cliff, a distance of
sixty feet; strikimig the rocks below he
quickly rebounded and went over the
shelf, fully forty het, and then lie roiled
and slipped as fast as can be imagined
to the creek bed. a thetai•we of fully two
hundred yard', tumbling, plunging and
diving as Ike went. In his descent his
hody pahicel near the ice-rovered routs
of a tree that protruded from the craggy
cliffs and one of them caught hien under
the neck, cutting his throat from ear to
ear, but not fatally. After he had laid
on the surface of the frozen creek le the
most awfu; agony for over. two hours,
sonic member of hie family discovered
him and it was some hours later that he
was conveyed home.. His escape from
inetant death is the utmost remarkable on
record in title country and hie atteuding
ph y @iciest says he will ultimately re-
cover from the lopries lie received.—
While Anthony Collins, of the saute
district was out hunting, he slipped
over a bluff awl dropped his gun as he
fell. The weapon followed in his wake
and during its slide both barrels were
discharged by the hammers striking
obstructions. Mr. Collins wee seriously
bruised but not dangerously hurt.—
Silas Highsmith, of district No. 5,
while goitig down a 11111 to a spring, fell
and slipped under a rail fence in such
ehape as to break both leg.. Soalre J.
II. lackey slipped down a hill 200 feet,
landing hi a sink hole tilled with rocks.
Ills shoulder and a rib ur two were
brokee. Squire Sleckimee, of district No.
10, slipped from the bank of a ereek and
lauded In water live feet deep, Ills es
togas Woe to 1111**11W 011e, Mr, PON 11.
JO:11101111, 1', 111, M. of tile eitaIntary outitt,
attempted Whiled it rabbit, while otaild.
luig uti the allek lee. Ai the poi ills.
eitarged lila fret flew up and he reveived
tali from %Inds he is still littlititnit
A --white laborer cote 11' Ritual' as
"Buck" tirnitant, ettempted to alight
front hit horse itt dietriut. 4 'fliursday
tnortiing,- When liu full heavily on the ice
and the animal kicked him, breaking
hie back. His injuries are fatal.=--Clarks-
vine Chronicle.
41.
Do Not Think for a Moment
that catarrh will in time wear out. The
theory is false. Men try to believe it
because it would be pleasant if true, but
it is, not, as all know. les not let an
acute attiwk of cold in the head remain
unsubdued. It ma liable to develop into
catarrh. You can rid yourself of the
cold and avoid all chance of catarrh by
using Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy. If
already afflicted rid yourself of atilt trou-
blesome disease speedily by the hone
twang. At all druggists.
A freight train on the Lake shore rail-
road near Chicago, carry lug naptha,
broke through a etilbert 'Tuesday and
took fire. One man is foliating anti the
whole Vale was destroyed by the tire.
Hackies'* Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sores, Tetter, Chrtmed Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Erup-
tions, and positively cures Pile& or no
pay required. It is guaranteed to give
periect eatietaction, or money refunded.
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
H. B. Garner.
I‘ the Interest of the Louisville Favors I. the Rick.
Southern.
FRANRYORT, KY., Jan. 25.--A special
dispatch to the Cincinnati Enquirer
says: The Kentucky legislative mill
has been at work all the past week with
but a few items of special interest. The
matter which has probably excited most
interest during the session In a quiet
way came up in a little bill with the
appareetly innocent purpose of chang-
ing the name of a projected railway,
chartered some fifteen years ago, and
allowing it to consolidate with another
road, now in process of construction,
the Louisville Southern. On Thursday
the bill was brought up for passage by
Senator Harris, of Madison, to change
the name of the Richmond, Irvine &
Three Forks to that of the Louisville
Southern & Madison Railway. Not
trusting entirely to the innocent appear-
auce of the measure, Gilbert, from
Spencer, objected to it. immediate pas-
sage, and it went into the orders of the
day.
Investigation on the part of a number
of members of the senate showed that
Setiator Harris' little bill revived some
of the most extraordinary taxing pow-
ers ever granted, contained in the orig-
inal charter of the Richmond, Irvine
& Three Forks Company, peewee! in
1873. -
The powers were mandatory lc their
nature in requiring county courts, town
trustees or city councils to order a vote
for a tax to aid the company, on a pe-
tition of its own directors, and without
limit as to the amount. Further than
this, the extraordinary provisions had
been extended to apply not only to coun-
ties through %Mai the line was pro-
jected, but to counties adjacent thereto,
amid to apply for a vote In any city or
Incorporated town la the state.
When this waa developed on inveeti-
gation by a number of the senators the
detertninatkin was soon reached to ex-
pose the trick and to relieve their own
districts from the operation of the bill,
allowing It to apply to Madison county
if Senator Harris, its representative, so
desired.
Harris again called up the bill on Fri-
day morning, urging its passage as a lo-
cal measure of interest to his constitu-
ency. Sam Leavy, of the Wood ford
district, at once jumped on it with both
feet. Ile etiowed the extraordinary
powers of the original chart/r which
had been buried for so many years on
the state books. He described that act
as vicious in the extreme, lejurious to
the state's best interest and of such a
nature as would prohibit its 'enactment
in this assembly as an original measure.
He did not propose to have those rights
revived to the injury-of hie district and
eubutitted ah amendment relieviug
Woodford, Jesaamine and Scott counties
from its operation. The Louisville sell-
attars, after the expose, came up at once
to Captain Leavy's support and McCann
and Engliell amended by relieving Jef-
fereen county and the city of Louisville.
These were followed by others until a
large nuniber of counties had been ex-
cepted, and, Seeing the drift of senti-
ment, Harris asked the reference of the
bill, with amendments, to the railroad
committee, It Is thought it will slum-
ber there, or if revived for the interest
of Madison or other counties it will be in
an essentially modified form.
The friends of Senator Harris claim
he was not aware of the extreme pro-
visions of the old charter or the effects
of his little bill. It is recognized here as
having been brought up for the benefit
of the Louisville Southern Railway
Company. now conetructieg some sixty
or seveuty-flve miles of road in the state,
and this fact has revived some old goo-
sip that was on everybody's tongue two
years ago. At that session it was de.
veloped that a bill had been passed at
the previous session of the general as-
sembly with the same innocent purpose
as this, namely, to change the name of
the old Louisville, Harrodsburg &
Virginia Road to that of time Louisville
Southern arid conferring some additional
powers thereon.
Thie was all right and simple enough,
but after adjournment, when the Louis-
ville Southern plans were being agitated,
It was dieeovered that in some way ex-
tenelve 'mower@ for city aid from Louis-
ville and county aid along the line had
been conferred. But the gossip last
season was to the effect that these pow-
ers had been incorporated in the bill
without the knowledge or approval of
the railroad committee that had acted
on it. Whether they had been interpo-
lated or bot was never positively known
or stated, but all the powers that had
been so conferred on the Lobieville
Southern Company from the city of
Louisville and county of JI fferson were
of the unanimous rt quest of the Louis-
ville dslegetion then repealed, followed
by similar action for most of the coun-
ties affected.
This action and the circumstances
surrounding it had dropped out of pub-
lic attention here to a large extent, but
until revived by the attempt of last week
on the ,arne innocent plan of changitig
the name of an old corporatiou and con-
solidating it with the mime interests as
were in the other echente, the Louisville
Southern Railway Company. The
Louisville papers have kept remarkably
and stmapielotaly quiet about Olt meas-
ure, and have failed to explain it, effect
o setion of the senate.
The bird that flutters least in the air
reinaimi longest on the vying. The ef-
fects of Warner's Log Cabin Hope and
Oudot Remedy are testing becatmee It
felts the stomach In good working order,
and Mite the whole system is restored to
It, nortnal, healthy condition,
In Montan l'esali,
Mt Stelalett, KY , Jail, J7,—To
KelittIttkill111 of pride feet ieliel Imola are
a suttee* of great simoystive. Keeton)
Kenttiely in this partivillar liar 1•01111 an
impediment to progress notch more so
than a loathsome contagion, and It is al-
most imposelble to put this warring
element wider metro!.
The last collision between Ow war-
ring elememente of Rowan resulted in
the death of the fighting leader, and it
was (hell supposed that time trouble, of
this county were at ant end; but recent
developments indicate that the affairs
are yet unsettled. Within the past two
weeke the guns which were shipped to
this city for the purpose of being used
In that county, if necessary, and which
have been in a hardware store here for
sale, have been sold to Rowan county
parties. The cartridges have all been
disposed of to these parties, and we
have it from reliable authority that the
faction known as the Tofiver, are being
thoroughly organized in order to attack
thoee now in poesession at Morehead,
who are following their respective avo-
cations. In the event of atiother attack
it will be more serious than ever before,
and the streeti of this ill-fated mountain
town will flow more profusely with hu-
man gore. The energetic population of
this town are at work, and business is
being transacted at a lively rate, and it
would be too bad to have their anticips-
tilmolutsisvaignae nl roibtlighted.--Correepen ndece
Regulate time Regulator with Warner's
Log Cabin Sarsaparilla. Largest bottle
In the market. Manufactured by pro-
prietors of Warner's Safe Cure.
The "industrial states," as Mr. Blaine
calls them, are the six New England
states, together with New York, New
Jersey and Penneylvania—nine in all,
They are called industrial states because
they are engaged chiefly in manufactur-
ing, and to distinguish them from the
other twentyodue states, which are en-
gaged chiefly in farming. nine in-
dustrial states represent,the manufactur-
ing interest of the county, and the twen-
ty-nine other states represent its agri-
culture.
It is held that the manufacturing in-
terest cannot thrive without the special
favor of the government—and the policy
of the government has been founded on
this theory for twenty-five years. The
manufacturing interest has been favored
at the cost of the agricditural. The nine
Industrial states have been granted spe-
cial ptivileges of enormous value at the
expense on the twenty-nine farming
states.
And yet these industrial states, which,
on the plea of being unable to help them-
selves, are assisted by the government,
are time richest in the Union. They are
the capital states. They- are the money-
lending states. They are the creditor
states. They are the abodes of wealth
and opulence. Tney are the centres of
the money power. They are the homes
of thousands of millionaires, of Lundreds
whet!e fortunes are $,000,000w $10,000,-
000 each, and of not a few whose for-
tunes are $25,000,000 to $56,000,000 each.
The nine industrial states are as rich as
all the other twenty-nine states put to-
gether; they own one-half of all the
wealth of the entire country. The set-
tled policy of the country, then, for
twenty-five years, has been, and still is,
to compel the twenty-nine farming
state. to pay an enormous tribute every
year to the rich capital states—to tax the
poorer sections of the Union for the ben-
efit of the wealthiest section. There
are no millionaires in Kansas. The
whole state, with all its farms and rail-
roads, is mortgaged for half it is worth
to rich money-lenders in the industritil
states.; and yet the 'United States gov-
ernment (emcee a Kansas farmer to give
20 to 100 bushels of wheat, raised on his
mortgaged farm, every year, to the pros-
perous manufacturer in an industrial
state, who holds the mortgage.
Tile per capita wealth in the indus-
trial states is twice as in the teeming
state.. It is $1,259 In Pennsylvania;
$1,267 in New Jersey; $1,36e in Con-
necticut; $1,499 in New Yoek; $1,519
in Rhode Island, and $1,56e in Mama-
chasetts—the largest per capita being
in that state where manufacturing is
the largest interest. In the farming
states it is $299 in Alabama; $3U7 in
Arkansas; $359 in Georgia; $534 in
Kentucky ; $577 in Kansas; $755 in
Indiana; $537 in Michigan; $737 in
Wisconsin; $641 In Nebraska, and $517
in Minnesota.
The whole farming interest of the
country, that is of all the thirty-eight
states and six territories, with $12,000,
000,000 capital and 7,670,000 worker*,
made a total farm product in IMO of
$2,213,402,000, while the nine Indus-
trial states, with less than one-seventh
as much capital ($1,720,000,000) amid
less than one-fourth as many workers
, 1,77s,000), made a net product of manu-
factures (exclusive of the cost of ma-
terials used, of $1,211,142,000, or more
than one-half as great as the value oh all
the farm produce in the entire country.
The net profits on manufacturing in
the industrial states ir, 1880 amounted
$434,000,000, or 25 per cent. on the total
capital invested ($1,720,000,000). The
United State. agricultural report for
1856 estimates that the net profits on the
farming industry'of the whole country
are per cent. on the capital invested.
The average value of labor of the 7,-
670,000 persons engaged in agriculture
In the country in ISSO was $266—and
the average value of the labor of the 1,-
77S,000 pet eons engaged in manufactur-
ing persuits in the industrial states was
700. This means that a persan can
intake ,for himself and employer; two
and a half drum as much in the Indus-
trial states as he can in agriculture in
the farming states, or that 1,000 per-
eons can earn as much in cotton mills in
Rhode Island as 2,500 persons can earn
on ferule in Kansas.
In 1556, according to the °fief*/ re-
port of the bureau of statistics at Wash-
ington, the nine industrial states had
2,941,730 depoeitere, with $1,033,282,0110
in saving banks—besides the amount
(probably $S00,000,000) Which was on
deposit at other banks. All the other
states together had only 217,220 depos-
itors with $408,247,000 deposits. The
sinalleet of the industrial ,states. Rhode
Island, had more saving deposits 451i-
s61,000 that, all the teenty-nizte agri-
cultural states, except California, put
together, and the single state of Kassa-
chusetta had more than twice as much
($274,995,000) as all the twenty-nine
agricultural states, California included.
In 1880, of $645,000,000 United States
registered bonds in the country, the in-
dostriatii states held more than four-
fifths '$529,000,000), an.1 all the other
states less than one-fifth 4115.000,000). -
These figures show clearly, not only
where the wealth of tha country is cen-
tered at, but where the greatest pros-
perity anti thet largest profits in busi-
ness are to be found; and they prove,
too, that under the ;equitable policy of
protecting and favoring time special in-
tereets of ;Ate small eectioti of the couti-
try at the expense of other sectiotts,
there has been for the twenty-Ave years
past a steaily and pitiless drain of sub-
titmice front the agricultural to the in-
iluetrial PUtorkt---St. Louie IteptiblIcati.
The poultice *blob Maws out a nian's
virtues is the atol that ()o'er* his grave.
If you don't want all your virtues known
too Pools, regulate your regulator with
Wertirm's Log f 'attain SatesapitrIlls. 11
makes pure blood, %hid' gives retool
health. Largest bottle In market. Man-
ufactured by proprietors of Warner's
Safe Cure.
CON FEShED TO MURDER.
A Hopkinsville Woman Implicated in
the Crime.
BIRMINGHAM, Jan. 27.—The mystery
surrounding the stoteational ehootitmg of
John Leslie Wednestlsy night was
cleared up to-day by Ben Smith, who
had been arrested and placed in jail
along with Lealiee paramour, making a
full confeeeion, in which he acknow-
ledges to doing the shooting, but pleads
that the woman a hom he was living
with, and who is hi, own niece, induced
him to commit the deed. Early this
morning officers found the pistol used
and the muddy boots worn by Smith in
the house of his mother after a long
search. On being confronted wait these
evidences of his guilt, he broke clomp
completely and gave up the story. It is
thought certain Stuith's undue ivarnary
with the woman caused the 116001ing.
WA. Leslie, as she calle herself, claimer
to have come originally from Hopkins-
vine, Ky., Iter maiden name being Boyd.
Leslie was a lumber merchant here, and
was well thought of.
Another motive for the crime was dis-
covered to-day. Leslie is worth $50,000,
and Smith and Leslie's alleged wife
plotted to kill him in order to secure ula
property and go elsewhere and gamy.
Leslie died to-night.
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a few days. There will likely be no
opposition to its passage and there
should not be. As a neceseity this
measure stands among the foremost in
the state.
The appointment of Mr. J. W. Mc-
Pherson as judge of the court of com-
mon pleas was a good one. Ills long
experience at the bar and his thorough
knowledge of the law eniinently fits
hlm for the poeitien. The cues com-
ing under his jurisdiction will no doubt
be disposed of promptly and with satis-
faction.
The Louiaville Post still upholds its
reputation ati a funny paper It says:
The state prams generally believes that
Col. Sears would make a good congress-
man, but that he eouldn't be elected
upon a protection platform. This is
the greateet mistake in the world. If
the moue between protecdon and free
trade ever wawa up in the Fifth district
protection will win two to one.
Kentucky Legislature is going
to make it cost a man not less than $20
nor snore than $50 for a plain, every-
day inebriation. This will be particu-
larly hard on the editors of that state,
and the Post, of Louisville, has already
entered Its lachrymose protest by asking
wise the gentleman who introduced the
hill doun't advocate prohicition at once
and be done with it?-Nastiville Amer-
ican.
A bill of the above nature would nev-
er pass lint reading In Tenneasee. The
editors of that state to Ulan would fie
fur the capital and kill the bill benne it
ewer saw the light of diy. Over here in
Kiee&weky we keep dark and the soluns
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Ofiebeary Notices. Itesolatiebe of Respect and
walker dataar efeaces eve swats pot Ups.
Coegressenan Hunter, of the Third Would it not
 be gool idea for the hot he begrudges that and only w
ishes
district, has introduced a bill in con- 1 business men
 of this community to ha could spend that money 
somewhere
gress directing the secretary of war to!. mee
t and orgeniae a Business Meier As- else. Yet this 'same
 Men Will conic to
reopen all those claims which have been ktoelatIon to rais
e funds for preparing town, blow around about die p
rices lie
disallowed on account of disloyalty-, a
nd an iehibit to be sent to the intitestrial got for his wheat here, le
a tobacco there,
o modify the testimony. This bill is of expotition 
to be held in Louisville next his corn somewhere else, hail
l thee :Lave
the immaculate gall to elek because he
notch importance to Kea:thalami, and June? '11i
e imporutece of this expoel-
coming as it does from the Republican Lion to Ke
ntucky cannot be denied ad can't get as much auger tor a d
ollar by
side of tOe bowie will have great it will serve to cal
l forcible attention to one pound as he could get som
ewhere
!the prodoctiona of our state. In the else. it your 
toes white' t.re trod
I state there are many I hoMolliils of square upon, so aunt the 
worse for you. It
utiles et' emit, Iron, timber said other wet dune witli InaliCe afo
rethought.
wild lands undeveloped, and millions of
acres of due farming lards. that can be
poeitiou LI1111 president of this country." oeciipied by tanners. The a xposition
Thus taith George W. Childs, o- -lie will be of speeinvele of iron ores, 
lead The
Philadelphia Ledger. For fear of a moo, cokiiig coal, eannel coal, bituuti-
proposition of the dente sort, we Itesten Matta coal, ltil'er'S and lire cieY' has Dye t•ompl
ete art
to endorse Bro. Child's utterences, and lug lime•Datarys, eatables, ma
rls, , be femel lee testa,
to distinctly state that Ws
give up the pesitioe as editor
per for any presitiencp-ao, not
the Hopkinsville Gas Cuoinauy.
weight. y.
"I am not a candidate, aw- l neither
would I accept the nomination for pres-
ident. I had rather be In my preeeatt THE ART
 pALLERIES.
The Christian Advoca*, of Nashville,
jumps on the American Ut that city in
quite a lively manner for its aetion in
permitting Dr. Kelly to tree its columns
This seems very unwise on the part of
the Advocate, and uncalled fur, in that
the columns of any paper should be
open to a man to delend himself. This
courtesy was denied Dr. Kelly by the
Advocate, and the juitior editor of that
FRIBAY. FEBRUARY 3, 18088 paper lose* his temper because he could
 
 
not control the columns of its eecular
contemporary.
"DOWN 8ME GOES."
We have decided to reduce the price
of subscription to the Tiu-Wazitty
Nee Eaa from $3.50 to $2 00 per
year. The increase lu our sub-
scription list warrents this reduction,
and from this date all new names will
be enrolled at the low price of $2 cesh
advaaoe. An opportunity is °eared
delloquents to settle their accounts at
this rue provided they do eo by May
1st. When the price of the WISELY
Nsw Ras was reduced the subscription
list took a blg Jump upward, and it Is
expected the same will occur as regards
the Tat-WzaztY. This will be of
much advantage to our advertisers, who
will thus reap the benefit of the in-
creased number of readers. It is the
intention to make the New Etta even a
a much better paper than it has been here-
tofore and to give for $3 the best local pa-
per in the state.
Dakota has lost her teat chance to get
into the union. & jug of whisky froze
solid there recently.
A milk trust has been formed in B06-
ton. Every pump in the city is in-
cluded in the formation.
It was noticeable that during the re-
cent freeze In this city not a man carried
his bottle in his coat Mil pocket.
Let's see; wasn't there samething
said about gerrymandering this etote?
Wbo started that report, anyway ?
The attention of the honorable board
is called to the wretched condition of
the pavements on several of our princi-
pal reeldence streets.
It is said that during the recent spell
in Clarksville the natives wore skates
between their shoulders and bustle. on
the back of their heads.
A syndicate haa bought up every und
bank in Louisiana and vows the "sugar
treat" shall not control the market
while the banks hold out-
A new evidence against free trade
canes from Iiisaouri. A vagrant was
Gobi there the other' day for thirty-Ave
cents. This comes of admitting foreign
paupers to this country free.
Through an oversight in last issue the
New Eu credited an article to the
Clarksville Democrat which should have
been credited to the Chronicle. The
Chronicle's pardon is asked.
The London 'limes says its city editor
died recently and left a fortune of $690,-
000. That's nothing; when the editor
of the NEW Ku dies the wiwle town
will get let much worse than that.
Wairrise.-A few more boarders at
the Hotel deLong. Clean rooms, good
fate, polite servanta, etc., ate a few of
the inducements offered. Board and
lodging paid by the county. No refer-
emoee required.
Gov. Buckner does not propcee to al-
low any class legislation if he can help
it, and the legislature had as well make
a toots of this. His action in returning
the bills of this nature without approval
is highly commendable.
The terrible blizzada that sweep over
the mellowest every whiter are COW-
matiy people to leave that section
tor the aoute. l'hist movement is won
expeeted to assume the proeortiolue of
en exodus. Timer people have coneln-
ded that two months ot glorious inlilimer
come too high when one Illtlet endure a
Whoa' whiter in order to get them.-
St. Louis Post Dispatcb
geetucky opens her arms mud bids
them welcome. come right on, and do
nut think of stopping till Christian coun-
ty reached. Here we have a glorious
climate, the Attest/ands in the state, and
the most hospitable politic Oil the globe.
The news conies from Teneessee of
another tight le which an editor was
rather roughly handled. Thia time It
was in Knoxville, amid the man was J.
T . Rule, city editor 0: the Knoxville
Journal. The cause of the light was a
communication is hich appeared in the
Journal eastieg some refi-ction upon
Dr. A. W. Wert, whoee sons and a friend
Damen Goodman assaulted Rule and
beat him up badly. One of the West
boys Wee shot, probably fatsily, and
Goodman slightly wounded. The entire
comwunity sides with Rule in the mat-
Mr His ittjuries are not of a dangerous
character.
Mr. Thoebe had certainly plenty .1of
gall. He has presented to the honer
elections committee a bill for $4 700 for
contesting Mr. Carlisle's seat. The bill
charges $1,060 paid to Mr. Stever, an
attorney who spoke for five minutes
before the committee. Mr. Blakely's
fees are charged to the amount of $000;
Mr. Ward's fees to the amount of $250;
and an item of $S00 is charged as the
pay of at) expert, Mr. Pierce, who made
affidavit to the statement-which proved
erroneous- that the poll books from
certain precincts were all in the game
hand writing.
As before prophesied the Republican
party is doing everything pussible
cast odium upon the names of Stanford,
Stewart and Riddieber, Republieara sen-
ators who voted for the confirmation of
Lamar. The latest report they have
started IS that their votes were cast fot
him because of an tanderstandieg or
compact with the administration by
which, of course, they were to profit in
some manner. This, at least, will have
a tendency to do one thing, that of tusk-
lug those three senators still more indef.
pendent Arai patriotic, and lees likely to
take a partisan view of questions COM-
lag before them.
The opening r f the Clark coal mines,. the mar
completion of the railroads ki Owensboro, the
discovery of the Seem building stone in Inex-
haustible quantities. and the many strangers
Motor g at our puesibilities. have g yea se e. as-
tie .ue., to the young and a ten tee oid fossils
are asking how can we keep ms with the pro-
cession 'f here 1.1 only one sues er *WI that as
to tyke stock in every thieg that pre/onto iteelf,
anu you will And that Haw ye, ille Insilco( one
year, will be the largest maaufaeruring place
below the fall. -Hawesville Platudealer.
The Piaindealer will please give us a
rest on tibia. We have heard such talk
until our back hurts. JJeweaville is al-
ready the largest tuanufacturiug place
in the countr) ; it utanufactaree a hid-
looms, and they are re large that Cie
town won't hold thene-Ceteral City
Republican.
That'a a frank acknowledgement, my
son. An honest c011frinitiOli is VC(' for
the soul.
weulti not glee cavil. seat. u tural a1141 111/4.1111(se •1 tat-ide of Lotileville. A NNW ERA 7t-
title Pt- turieg ensiticta, tee. The advet thsement ; porter on his rounds yesterday dropped
even of to tile world of these produetions is the I Into each of thein-thmelte it Steadily,
oblect of this exposition. It is inter). te Ion Ninth street, and Clarence Anderson.
after the e xpealtion in Louisville ta lon Mehl atreet-and was surprised to
'retell:eat time entire collection to the I nod teem l am .eel, elega„t, quarters, amid
Centeilial Emma:lion of t entre! States , with so many conveniences for doing tine
at Cinclithatti, %here it will te exhib-1 wor..it lie was shown over the establish-
lied by the state. Christian (equity h"1 nient et Bowles st Snottily and found
an interest in tido exposition amid somel there teeny ev faience' of their Nee a ork•
steps elestaiti be taken to see that she is, maimilip. ....l
e_i i y are new rare bele, but
well represented as to elthibits. We 1 are doles& good big bu-inesi and giving
have a peculiarly rich county here, and
many are its valuable products, the ex-
hibition of which would certainly work
great good for tier.
Inquisitive Reporter Plies ilis
Art on Artiats.
At a recruit meeting of representatives
of galvainzed iron fiend it) Pittspurg an
association sass formed for the purpose
of maintaining prices. It was stated
that' foreign c mipetition Wes ruining
pricer lit this country, and that a higher
tariff ars tieceloaary to protect them.
It le the intention of this organis Ilion
to petition eongress on Odd questioil
atiti if their re (sleet la net granted they
propose to make a big reduction in their
own prices to kill on foreign vompeti•
thin. Thio sort of a thing is getting
monotonous. Weave burdened to death
now is ith a tariff to protect these few
individuals, and instead of being set's-
iled they cry for more. If the "Frotich
sy teticate," agellist which this light is
mails, can tO pay the present tar-
iff rite oat &swilled iron and then un-
dersell these wen st a profit, what
enormous per cent. they themselves
intiat make! '11tat they can afford to
reseutacture and sell cheaper Is evi-
deemed by their determinetien, after all
efferta fall to get sti increase of the tar-
iff, to reduce their selling price on these
cotionoditiea. Well, well, this cannot
COtitillne innell longer. Randall and hie
gaqg received a wertilug in Flilladel-
phi& recently that they would do well
to heed. The people do not propose to
longer submit to this extortion t tgatisfy
the greed of a few monopolists. The
time Is drawing near for the Wale-eel ol
their case, and the jury tu decide upon
it la loaded to the muzzle.
It is reported from Washington that
the Dentocritts of the ways amid means
coinmittee have about completed their
tariff bill. The Star of that city In
speaking of it gives the following as the
substance of the bill to be presented :
'"fitey have reached," It says, " a point
I/Ow where they are iti perfect agree-
meta, and the bill in a gt neral form ia
eompleted. There remaina now little
for them to do beyond the manual labor
oftgettitig the bill in forneand some imis
eionary work' to ierengthen the bill
'rimy are advancing ill a way that is
More satisfactory than they had hoped
for. The enisolonary work,' to be done
le simply the yielding of little points
Imre and ewe, when they can thus gain
'strength fur tee bill without making any
serious sacrifice. The bill as reported
will put wool on the free list, will, by
way of-compromise, make a material re-
daction in the tax on tobacco and fruit
besadies, and will make a reduction of
20 per cent. on sugar. Salt, lumber and
other laugh raw inateriala will go on the
fare list. There will be a general revi-
snail end settlement Of HSI tariff achedule
and the adminiatrative feathers of the
bill will be prastleally that formerly ad-
vanced by Mr. Hewitt. At every step
they have consulted expediency to a
great exteet, and have SO managed ad to
giant strength in many directions. '1 hey
have peewit confidence that they will
be able to pass ate bill almost as report-
ed. An exception may be tnaile se to
the wool clause. After a fight they may
cOtilprt Mlle on this by putting coarse
Wools only on the free list, if they cam.
smile decided advatitage be doing
'limy appear, however, to think that
they will not have to make any change
in the bill ha this respect."
ATTENTION, LEUISLATORS!
Now that the legisialust hes le rne4 t a
Considerable interest is rusitifete,ed in legal ad tewthillnE "1-*""1 be an *dvt`I ' I"
. he 4i-1)1nm ot the couutry. and .slieady•o age
a bill which ie now penilitug aetion in to none. let us see if thee can one ties to goe
the New York general assembly. 'rite 1,at atahreeaptr„°,,t7,,m,:;1,easerevlesa„,.. !!'or ,prh a i aaW w!'" ii
judiciary committee has under conaid- in-opens lb only t ro frervinotly elierigeed
 tor
want of haviug it properly advertimi -den-
eration a bill providing that the eerie'. derein Gleaner.
tiOn of death sentenees alien be carried That reminds us that none of our es-
out by electricity. A 15,00(e candle teemed rePreeentativea haVe liewirbt. it
power dynamo is to be teed and it eould 
worth their %bile to introduce this meas-
ure ilea the legislattire, thrugh tvery
At New Canaan, Coun., a man to kill a man inetaritly, the heart being other comets.* es bill has received st-
prevent being arrested shot and killed shriveled-destroyed with a quickness tention. Bretisreit of the press, 
let's
the constable and then himself. He thought could not cote:elev. lt is ar- pr
od their hides a little.-Viducali Stan-
had only violated the exciae law. Were geed that criminals would infinitely 
third.
a law people in Kentucky to follow his more dread a silent going away-to be 
For dome time tile New Ella IOLA been
example there wouldn't be an cfficer in deliberately killed by a terrible but pi- 
hard at work pointing out the many ail-
the state now. lent force to them unknown. Nadia- vanLeo;" that would be derived
 "ill a
tortiou-too quick ; no convulsion-no 
law of this sert, arid very few indeed of
The country is coming to a pretty time for convulaion, r nil no horrible de- 
its cotemporaries have rendered any mi-
litate of affairs when am editor iss likely tails with a sick man or fainting wont- 
siatance. But now they' are falling in-
to be used any day am a mop to wipe up en.
to line, and no doubt much good will be
the streets because of some other man's 
accomplidhed. The New Ex• is wait-
sayings In hie paper. In the cue of eelite a breezy little tim
e was had in !nit patiently for the introduction of Olio
Rule, of Knoxville, those wipers now Monday's session of congree
se brought bill, and it hopes that not many days
wish they had let that mop alone. • about by the reply of the 
public printer will peas ere it le done. A tneeting was
to a resolution adopted a few day. ago held some time slime in Louisvil
le, the
Specials from Washington state there making inquiry wtry the budiesnia wa
s object of which was to call the attention
will be a pew daily paper started i al. The reply brought forth of 
the aseembly to the neceasiti of such
Nashville, Tenn., and It is to be of any speechee, arid also tile bloody- a 
law, yet so tar nothing deems to have
"simoo pure" swipe. The Democrats shirt, which was waved very franticel- been done
 in thee direction. Why this
of thst state are tired of Col. Colyar's ly by lienderacite of Iowa, and Cannon 
delay ? Tite peeple aie a unit ill its fa-
protection •agaries and will enter hear- of Illinois. A resolution was offered
 vor. Krowieg that the preeent assent-
City into the support of the new orfAn. asking an investigation of Printer B
en- buy had among ite members many new
edict's administration. This was totick- men, allowatice* have been made 
for
ly followed by one inereaahig the power many things, yet there is little exc
use
of the investlgatiter committee so as to for su:•ii delay as this. In the lime
 Of
include Round's adruinistration, which :the people, for whose benefit it is hi-IL
the Democrats have longed to invest!. tended, we demand luitnediateesetent
ion
gate for some time. The Republiceua to thee matter. No one has yet goes-
raioed a howl, but the reeolutem passed ,thitied the necessity of it ; 110 one has in-
with a rush. itisnated that it would be other tha
n a
introit; thee why has not some action
The New Eaa has it from reliable au- The Mormons declare that polygamy
 
I been Wien? "Brethren of the press,
thority that a legal advertising bill will isd ead in Utah. Polygamy is a part of het." 
prod their hides a little."
be introduced in the legislature within-their belief, anti as dear te the Morino).
church as baptism is to the Baptimits. PATRONIZ
E HOME MARKETS.
Hew some peopie get into the senate
is a wonder. Now, there is Billy
Chandler, for instance, whou mania
for investigating is only equaled by hie
utter lack of wisdom, and Blair whose
manta is Federal interference in every-
thing from state achools to keeping tar.
Tido behig true no Mormon will ever
depart from the path. This is proven
by the fact that the church is sending
nut miastiottaries all over the country,
who preach the Mormon doctrine to
their hearers. Perhaps they do taut
preach polygamy, but they preach Mor-
IDelliain, and Mormonism is but polyga-
my. Dispatches from Georgia tell of
their preitence in that state, amid of their
works, yet they deny the practice for the
benefit of the law-makers at Washing-
ton. It le useless; Utah can't get In.
The idea of old Kentucky eleeping in
the same bed with a Morui.,n ! Ugh!
We'd kick her out in less than ten min-
utes. .
Senator Blair must be at his wits end
when he seeks to arouse predjudice for
his alleged education bill on tile ground
that the opposition to time measure is
chiefiy inspired by the Roman Catholic
church. 'fled Is nonsenee of the 'nose
nonsensical description, and the New
York Star ie right when it says the !mo-
tility proceeds from A merit:seism, not
front Catholicism, Protentanhatil or any
other religious element. %lie vest Ma-
jority of Democrats aeil million.) of Re-
publicans protest against the meesure
on purely patriotic grounds. The feel-
ing against it id 110t confined to oppo-
nente of our common school @peen],
but is shared by the best friends of the
'Dila should be the motto of every
man In Christian county. There are
v reels reasons which may be given for
doing dna Firat Is, you build up enter-
priser by your patronage that will be of
a bent Or. to the county as well as to
yourself. If you purchade your. goods
at !mule then the money you spend re-
mains In circulation there; if you buy
in foreign niarke'e your money goes
where neither you nor your county will
receive the leaat benefit. "Help me
and I'll help you" may be taken as true
in every sense. Buy of your home mer-
climate, anti they % ill do all in their
power to &seise yon by giviug you good
Magenta. If pea do not do so, they are
jteititied in "sticking" you every time
they get a chant*. You rave and rant
a`mut not being able to buy goods
your county town as cheaply as in wine
other, when if the truth was known you
do net spend ill that town $10 in the
course of a year. Do you expect to buy
goods at as good a price u the man who
spends $500 or $1,000' per year an the oF MRS. ABBY BIlloWN PERRY.
same town? If you do, you ere a fool I
for lack of 'mime. The reason why you 
well remember her, a happy bride,
But womanly, matured, graceful and lair,
do not get as good pricea ia becatme the ..er thoughtful brow, i•roo net with a wealth
home merchant knows you only patron-
consequently he takes advantage of that 
A lady, born queenly mid beautiful.
of mile
ze him when you are in the lurch, and and dignified os 
mein. her loisband's pride:-
good aatisfaction.
(Otte a little chat wad had a ith Char-
enee Atideratee who Ilroppetl hie work
to ex' kin the my alerted of the art and
to pilot the reporter over the rooms.
After seeing many tiulega In the dark
:men, extenielrg the plates. Nulls,
til.11111011ell work, cameras,' and other
things the reporter thought he could
take a picture himself, and on suggest-
ing the matter to Mr. Anderson was at
once piloted out of the reach of instru-
ments Into the elegant reception room.
It was hiferred front this that lie would
not be allowed to take may pictures In
thnt gallery. After looking longingly at
the "[Mesta" It was concluded hest to
subuiit.
"Business has been a little dull until
recently," said Mr. Anders() 4, "because
tile weather was so %retched. You
know we want clear, stitishiny days to
grt the hest pleturea."
The reporter slgelfleal that lie knew
all about it and asked Mr. Anderson
when was his best eresaiii.
"We do more work In August than
any other month. 1 suppose that is due
to the fact that the people get hold of
ntore money from stilling their crops in
that mouth than at aily other time.
Who are the beat cuatorners? Well, wP
do more work for out-of-town people
than these ip the city. Tee coun-
try reoplc ere ma beat cmapruera."
"What is the favorite Inv of photo-
graphs now, Mr. Andereon V" asked the
reporter,
"The cabinet else. I suppose we
print a thouand of those to one of ally
other. Yes; the ladies have more pie
tures taken than the geutieuten, and
they are more troublesome, too. A lady
wants her picture Just so, and you've
got to fix it Just that way, As a general
rule men are not much trouhle. Dudes
are, but they don't count."
"Who are your moot troubleacene
customers?" was asked.
"Why, old amide. I had realer take
pictu res of a dotter) hashies thee elle old
maid. She dues not want the picture to
look like her. 'The older she is, the
younger she wanta the picture to look.
It must have no wrinkle@ or crows feet,
and must not look older than a sixteen-
s ear-old girl. If I do iter pasties' she
woe't have the picture. What views
are preferable? A side view. I tuever
take a front vlew If I can lie!p it; they
nre generally not ao good. What, go-
ing? Well, call aid are me agape and
when I'm tired of tiehig my instru-
ments, maybe I'll let you try anti take a
picture."
In Memory of Wm. E. Bell.
Win. E. Dell walP born Dec. 27th,
INI, and died at tile home of his father,
Mr. Langly Bell, in lids city, Jan. 20:11,
1883, or coneumption.
The deeeased was a man of lovable
dispneition. He enjoyed the eontitience
amid esteem oh st nage circle of friends
and was universally popular in this com-
munity. lie was Endo. ed by nature
with abundant talents,atel the worth. of
his character together %lei his gentle,
&liable tredtment of others merited for
him the highest esteem of all a ho knew
:dm. Four years ago the terrible dis-
easie laid its hand upon him. Under the
atiedow of that cloud he was still cheer-
ful, brave and reeigned. At last the
dreed Reaper callen hint. Before obey-
ing the demi:owls he told his Iriende that
"All is well ; Jesus is my friend." Then
his soul plumed its flight fur that glory
that awaited it on the other shore.
Death is saddest %hen it conies to
therm the full glory of young man-
hood's estate, for then the heart le brav-
est, the Impulses strong,est, the jettg-
meta coolest and poasibilities of the
greatest "pith Awl tuoineitt" are within
the pale of probability. We can justify
the death of the aged, for they have had
their share of life; we can be reconciled
in a tneaoure when the very young are
called away, for we know they have es-
cdpeti many sorrows and diaappoitit-
metes-but who can contemplate the
loss of One in the full vigor of life with-
out feeling* sorrow unutterable? Thee
it is that that divine philosophy, wilich
comes from knowing "an is well," must
sweetie comfort the broken-hearted.
Billy Bell sleeps to-day /neeth the sod
under the fientinelritip of angels. For
many year. while the snows of winter
awl the flowers of *funnier keep their
altercate vigils over ilia grave, his mem-
ory will live in the heartaof-his friends;
winie threughout eternity he will glorify
with the redeemed .
-410-
When Baby wma sick, we gave her Croton*
Wean ade was • Child she cried for Castor*
Whoa she became Sum she clung to Castor*
Wbsa she bad Childers, elie sore isms cottons.
In Memoriam.
'The following beautiful tribute to the
Rev. Gideon B. Petry, D.1)., I. L.1).
and ilia wife, Mrs. Abby Brown Perry,
deceased, are from the gifted Rev. Dr.
Albert G. Palmer, of the First Baptist
church, Stonington, Conn , who late-
ly celebrated the fiftieth year of hist
nainistry, and the thirty-fifth year of
his ministry astaingtout. Dr. Pet-
it-1er id the author of "Psalms of Faith
mid Songs of Life," les recent work so
favorably noticed by tne press. These
elmemet sonnets memorial of the Rev.
Dr. Perry and his late devoted consort
by an old and devoted friend can but
prove interesting, especially to thoae
this community, havieg known both
Dr. and Mrs. Perry.]
alt:v. G. B. PERRY, D. D.
I find no titling words to reprsoent
My reeolleetions of no dear a :newt,
Admired ID youth and followed to U14) end
Of his long life with loving sentameut:-
A line physique, high born and 4- laraie tare;
A voice of matt:blew melody anti tune;
Reeponsive ad .uolian chords in June
Ty all the hai monies of "truth and gram:-
Ny liprs, I eyer beard, likc his could reach
And stir the Inmost fouetains of tNe isoul
To peniteotial tears beyond control
By the stesiategefoluence of speech; -
Ineity church or country chapal rude
Ile wore. was grace, a sweet beatitude
opportunity mid pops it to you; and he's 
By perfectnese of form, nor Ism la grace
right about it. 
ot countenance awl lovelieers of face,
ntelligent. devoted and dutiful:-
'Ille Malt who per-ists in spending ilia etas that age, 
relentless in decades,
ceminon echoola, who believe Unit a money away
Federal sditeetional eatablishment tserve the courtesy of the home people
(rout home does not tie_ Should he all
owed a ' wens yeuth s nue
As fresh as flowers yet wet in go den dew
would be idcompatibte with the system He is of lei value whatever to his co-un-. 
And bleach to snowy whiteness girlhood's
st ride. 
V, because lie add"' nothing to its busi- Bat wbasratildnsg-time
. nor blighting sickness more
existing moler ntate laws, in which
- ea ...- e..., e... 
Ile robabl La 6 Ilia taxes there Sh
all mar her b Canty on the immortal *Lore.
•:".17':::".
DOWN SHE GOES Tobacco News.-• The merket tibia week was a little I•
Tri-Weekly New Era Re-
duced to Two Dollars
• a Year.
Last April we reduced the pries of the
WEEKLY NeW Elt• to One Dollar ) ear
add adepted the cash syitem. ! We have
folio,' the move inch goed one that We
have now a...included to adoso a eiindar
plain tor the 'I Iti-WititKele alial iroin this
date the price is two dollars a 'ear
cash in adveeee, mei all pisperit° will be
stopped when the time is out.
o der to put old subscribers on an
equal footing a ith new ones, we offer to
all whet will come in end pas. up to date
anal for one year in advatice, between
! now and the first tiff!, 6.1" May time atone
rate. We hope cur friend.) alto are bo-
ttled on the list will appreciate Dile lib-
eral tiler and corne forwartrat once. Ad-
vertisers %III bear in mind that this op-
erates large]) to their betatit also, as our
Ilst will be immediately swelled and will
keep on grow ing.
Right here we call attention to our
big draw ing which nn ill take place this
y ear early in October. Every subscriber
to tile Titi-IflikKLY for one year gets
two tickets le the draw ing, anti subscri-
bers tor six months get one ticket With a
ehauce free to draw a valuable pre-
mien). eubscribers to the W sal LY for
one year also get a ticket.
DeuNquee is w Ito will pay all arrear-
ages and for 011e year in advance, get
• ticket for every )ear's subscription
they pay. This puts delietpiente who
will come forward mid Nettle, on the
mime footing as new subscritiers--a lib-
eral offt r. e Ill shortly be pub-
Hallett red tickets are 'low being issued.
C  In anti ict yours.
N. B.-Remember the pale! of the
Tet-Weexty Is now only $2 00 a year
(ilti subsicribroi %lin %ill pay to date
and renew fur °tic year, before May 1st,
get the stone rate
Conte to see US and keep ota boom
"abooming."
The Gale Marro!, Coltirator and
Seeder.
We publish in this tissue the advertise-
ment of the (Isle Spring-Tooth Sulky
Harrow, Cultivator 111141 Seeder. This
tool comlii deeirable featurea,
slid is al -tilted 70 a larger scope of work
than aluy Harrow, Seeder or Cultivator
now the market, Tito Isrge toruiti±r
unide and sold during the ,past years
have been subjseteil to the severest testa
in all kinds and &ion litious of soil, amid
in every they have given en-
tire eatiefaction, Every farmer should
have one for the followiug reasons.
1 For pulverizine feel it has no equal.
2 For hard fallow or fall plowhig it will
cultivate four itellea deep, lit a an se-
tter that capture be etrial.e.1 by any itn-
plernent now ill tem,
j. Far sturnity,rooty or stony grotininit
w ill allow the teeth to let go with •ut
danger of breakleg, and still do good
work. It hum no 4 for rough
ground.
4 As &fallow cultivator It lathe best iit
uee, It leaves all the trash nitaaen out
oil tup, where it withers ami dice out.
5. For miltiveting corn, it cultivates
perfectly checked or listed corn, or any
kind of vegetables planted in rows.
6 As &seeder it is the beat eow in use.
It lies a poistive tome feed, sows all kinds
of grain, peas and fit* seed, and covers
perfectly ad you sow.
Lastly, but 1/01 least, It Is a pot do
digger.
Agents *re now In Oda section. an!
Will %left mar farmers all I 5110 A, [leen
the Implement at work in *he
--ewe sw
DEAFNESS CAN'T BE CURED
by lire al applicationse es they C14.11
retell the tildeased portion of the oar.
There is telly Otte way to cure Deaf-
ness, and that is by conatitutiolial ramie.
dies. Deafitees is catteed by ae.ituil tined
conditiou ot Ilie Ilene; of the
Eustechain ube. When this tube gets
handfeed, you have a rumpling sound
or imperfect hearing, noel a hen it Is en-
tirely closed Deafiteas is the result, and
unless the lefituittlott can be 'Akre ota
and Oda tube restored to Its hortual con-
ditioti, hearing will be deatroyed forever ;
nine cases out of ti n srt• ceused by ca-
tarrh, which is nothilig but au inflamed
condition of the mucus surf eerie
We will give Otte litnisired Dollars
for any eese of Draftee-a esaused by
Cateree that we ease mediae by resides(
Hall's Catania Cure. Semi fort•ircular,
free.
F. 3. l'ilENEY st CO , Toledo, 11.
ors by Druggists, 75 cents.
Fercartionville Items.
Wm. Harrison has st Ilia twiit ba-
bies.
Miss Carrie Shanklin has returned
home front a visit to relatives near Fair-
view.
r. Win. 1-row ly fell on theism receitt-
ly, ami sustained painful hujurite.
Miss Mettle, daughter of Julie Mcit in-
nay, died recently, of tuetsles.
TABBY.
W.V. T. U. DEPARTMENT.
;The matter for the- department is furnlelied
by the members of the VComan's Chrietlan
Temperance Union. who are reeponeilsie for
what appears berm 0.
ao.11.1••••••••••••••••••••
Chicago hail "high license" and
eighteen utiles of saloon frontage'.
The key that locks the most doors
against the laboring titan's progress
feou poverty is whiekey.
The regular meeting of time W. C. T.
U. will be bele this afternoon at 2
o'clock at the Baptist Church.
The Topeka Capitalf, says; "Kansas
has saved not less thee $12,000,000 since
she tureed her back on the a hieky traf-
tie."
Within the ia-t few months elehteen
counties In Florida VOtetl on pro-
hibition, and of Otto number thirteen
guise nisei eitlea ;or the 'Try ticket.
The W. C. '1'. U. of Fort Worth, T. x,.
having started a innigitig house! for
newsboy's, the city council preseeted
theln With a Cued sufficient to purchase
cote,
Local Option is making splendid pro-
gresa Missouri. It has carried thirty
out of forty-six countiew and fourteen
out of nineteen cities for prohibition.
Nearly one-half of the state Ilse thus
voted, and the result trust stand for
four yearn.
A law ha; been patoed in Waldeck,
Gernetey, forbidding the granting of a
marrhige liceitee to a person addicted to
tlue litelor habit. 4Ehe legislators of
Waldeck evidently InPie very little faith
in the marriage bond as a cheek upon
titemperate habits. Their judgment on
thnt point is Round.
During the last year, and particularly
luring lea latter half, there has been a
decided falling off in penitentiary con-
victs, mid a very large number olcounty
pils have been empty, some of them for
the first time hi years. There has
!men a marked improvement in the
c lition of our poorer people, especial-
y n the fanallies of liboring men ad-
'heated to strong drink. What was
oreterly squandered in the saloon, WOW
obi to the support 0: wae and Wails
(trete Hundreds of witnesses to this
can be cited. S. E. Wigwam).
Des Motu, la.
Melee:leg. New leer was higher end
advancing, while old tobacco was alights ,
ly ileclinieg The bidding amOill 41 tbe
board %vas field.): ma • new crop Tee
reeve men hope by offering large pricer
tor Haw hest to buieg it at once time' Die
board anti Dans se..iure tits old crop at
IOW figurer'. Tole aectellits tor the wore
deritil ielvence Lew tobsoco. Fartai•
era will take notice ail this tato.
lialicoek, Fri 7 •r It opeede ilsi
ilill2.:Ist.lialastesluifi:uscatl etedium leal $7 la to
$11 00.
13 Muds legs $5 00 to ;6 51:1
" !niter(' $3 00 to $5 00
Gate Gaither te co. • d I 34 lulids. a.
4 idols. common mid use Hann leaf
from 46 50 te 48 50
'22 111111(4. tiellugto $3 70 to $6 60
6 " hew coin lllllll leat $7 00 to $8 I()
2 " new lugs $3 SO to $6 00
Markt t er old aboilt la
higher oe new tobiscol.
ilatibery & Slayer soli 10 as
follows:
4 Wide. new leaf $9.50 to $10 00
" old leaf $8 25 to $8.75
3 " lugs $4 50 to 45 05
M. H. Nelaon at Co. 1 Hid. lugs $4 00.
Wheeler st Mills, 10 Meld.
5 good leaf $7.00 to $10.25
5 " lugs $1.50 to $7.00.
Fanner, paste Oda on the inaide of
your hat a liete it will be in constant
contact ei•la your thinking aparatun.
Cri Min parties bowyht tobacco on the
'duce and sold it on the lloplinseille board,
Louisville board this week, shipped to this ,r .he • Galeg.SCombined
realizing a haloisonee profit otter deduct-
ing/freight awl Whey necessary expeptres.
The ebove should keep out of ) our
heed the (aloe idea that any foreign
tnerket is better titan your own.
entaur
inimen
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are Instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
From present indlcatious an increased
a aelige toteseco may be expected this
stemma Ill our county. It would be dif-
!Lodi to explialii eliy thin should be so,
unless it be that the average Union coun-
ty farmer wows to swallow the whole
earth at ohe seep, and tind himself elle
• the thin atmosphere of a net:ether
eteisequence II every landlord will
relieve Ids proposed acreage to ono-half,
and make that of the very beat quality,
the result will be much better tor
anti all concerned. We advise our
Mem a pay en attehtion to the 11.41-
bl-11;g preppects held Hut by circulars
etuanathig trout the Louisville ware-
bowies, and 170dill broadcast through the
mail into our comity. By predicting
fabulous prices, them! seek to increase
the acreage and create low prices-the
very thiug they desire. Experience, by
this' time, teamed teach tie to regard to-
bacco as a vary micertain crop, where
out. stageel all lils means gild tenor te
win rags anti grey-eyed di.appoInt-
tueut.-Uhion le tml.
Tile oibacco trade of lamisville Is tak-
ing etime by the forelock," and prepar-
ing to houee the next crop in comforta-
ble mitt convenient buildings, instead of
upon the sidewalks' and tite streets
The soeacee marketot Louisville is net
only the largest in the world, but equal
to teat of *illy other two cities com-
bined. This iney seem a little extrava-
gant to tile stranger, and might be •the
aids-red aoinew hat egottatical, butt it is
boom out by fact* red statistics.
darts in Louisville in 1887 were between
125,000 anti 150,000 hogeliesda, while
the recei pie at the different boom% for
the year aggregate nearly 200 000 Rids.
To see.iniodate this immenrie and grow•
hag trade new houses are in couree of
coestruction, and contempla-
tiou -Courier-Journal.
A deleeettee of congresamee front
Tenneasier, Kentucky, Virgieia and
and Cerolina, that Met
at Waeliington Igat WetIlleolay. re-
(i n....teal Conlin issioner of A gricul etre
Coleman to remove ,Statieticiae Dodge
tor reporting the the tebaceo crop abort
lest They charge Dodge wite
incompetetice or blundering purposely
ill hid report., and up to Wednesday
eight sixty members of congresa had
signed the request.-Exchange.
At the opening of Capt. Part-101'a
new warehouse at Darlene, N. C , on
last Ttieeday, a Ict of tot.p.e Rold at the
rate of $165 per pound, am! alio her lot
of ten pieusids biteight $891.-St. Little
Itepor.i r.
Our emitempory fiirgot 10 a Id troll
"It wila'ut a vire geo day for sellieg
e
NEIVS1 CLIPrINUS.
SHOULD HUMP HERbel.7.
flopkiiieteille Wants the legislature
• aniend its charter, dinitle hitO anid
end ()there kis etteititt unlike it have
the appearance of a city. Ilepkinaville
osight to strike naturtil gar, put up an
electric machilie and get tip and hump
itself like Bew ling Green luts dohe and
then the city ways will follow fest.-
Park City' Tiitiy•.
A RICWARD OFVERIED.
•
Goy. Buckner has effae,1 a reward of
$500 for the eapture of Rota. Bigbee,
e1.0 • .11ort time ago shot anti killed
John Wailer of Oda t•ottely.
The frieettis of Weller have offered all
additiOl/d1 $400 lied tilt re Is now some
promise that a thorough /match a be
misfit to bring hiell beck sod make hint
answer to the eletrge of murder. Noel-
Ot rat.
Ing lois been seen or heitel of Jahn since
the death of Wall.o.-Clairkaville Deno
cuaeter ALIYE.
11 Es. N tecy Genie a widow 65 years
old, Heine %nil her daughter near
'entities was burned to ((end' iti
her holism on the eight of the 24 h of
thili month. liar daught er was away
Irma' lionie the eight the buildieg took
tire, anti it is auppeaed that the obi lady
was asleep an I therefore not • aware of
her thieve until it wits too late to make
her escape. Iler 1..e.ly as completely
consumed by the aimed with the ex
ceptiott of a leri titmice. It is not known
how the tire originated.-Clarksville
Dettioerat.
The VII of Mr. Lae ler, of Chicago, in-
troduced in the huude the other day, to
test the science el spelling, may result
- 
- 
expialeing e hy a Chicago Mitll opens
'pork" Willi a capital P, and constitu-
tion with a lower-case k.
MARKET REPORTS.
; Correc sad tor elleh
ft ACUP.
II ani.-Collotry
iiano-eugar-cureti
!•)11v1.114.10111
s
Nrerre.
Pate et Floor
heice !reality
Piat• Faintly
4.1)111/101 Flour
Rye ',lour
Buckwheat Flour
Beal, per IstiM
Hominy, per 1,a1
1.1•Als, per gal
LAM)
Llatied Leaf( tenet Family
corsvitY Pleitmet.
1111117.e7,01(11C0
nutter, isetitoe..
theor
kaors
Feethera. Prone
Etat here, Low Grades
Beanie ex
Tallow
lten•eng . .
kraut, per gal
Hooey
t lean Wool
Burry Wool
ere irides
(risen Milers
lOtiko Fitt iv.
reecho% peeled
p,,a•hos. time tied
El V.1.10
Sapling t lover .
Ite.1 I lover ..
rim Shy
orehanl Gram
Iteil Top
Blue Gram
White ....eel Omit*
einet eeti Oats
1114,N. *NI/ YEE!).
hren. per litieh.
Mosel Nell ..
Todothy flay, per no n,1 e 1 .
Clover 'Ito. per Ituudresi
Mixed 'lay, c
COHN'
111 Ear
Shelled
()Are.
No. 2 !Hied. pew IM the'
White. per bushel .
41:1114-k)•1101. Ilya, pdt dog
Chicken., themes'. per 11.
Ducks.
aoseets
Turkey •
Wane Y.
No. 2, Het
'"' 11.ongber.y
" 3 WIrr•et
•t •
Use local dealers.;
13 to 14e
13 to la.
it to 10
IV toll'.
5 00 to
4 be to
00
2 • 2'4
4ty to •
nu to
119 to 25
2 /to
tt
9., 10
-The Above Cm Represents-
"1"c:scstib.
HET Ellilllgof li[1 So[lof•
Which is represented in Southern Kentucky by
CIF. a. KM 1.41A CO GI Gil-,
and will be sold by his corps of salesmen to the
farmers of
Cilristian Comity allil Surrounding Coutry.
This implement is manufactured by the
GALE SULKY HARROW MAN'F'G DETROIT, M,CH.,
and the gentlemen interested in the Gale Com-
pany are composed of some of the leading busi-
ness men and agriculturalists of the west,
among them D. M. Ferry, the great seed king.
of Detroit, is president. whose name has been a
household word with the farmers all over the
world for many years.
We hope the farmers of this county will avail themselves
of this opportunity in purchasing the N'ery best farming tool
manufactured.
IT IS ECONOMY TO
131.1.-y %axe
for it takes the place of Harrow, Corn and Tobacco Cultiva-
tor and Drill, and has already gained for itself loud praise
from over onc hundred thousand farmers.
G. C. KELLOGG,
Agent.
LICKE WatorprodCoat
"Llirrler) E.I.'.23.7.iNre'r=f1 bart-k,
FISH BRAI n==,
T. C. HANIO.B1 M. F. S
HRYER
X-IEsaa '13 si,r 3r clic Eli r'Y 451" 9
PROPRIETottn
15=01:"Tem1=S WeAall=1-407•17S=
Formerly of Hepkinsville Warehouse. Itailr%ad steest, beta son lOtli an i Ilth, Ey .
caleful attention gtves to sampling and selling ali Toles-a-% coma/teed L beral ad-
awes on Tobereys i• store. Good iinariers for teams awl teamsteni.
W. U. WHEELER W H. FAXON, Book keeper
WHEELER, MILLS &
.1 OIN N. MILLS
Tobacco Warehousemen, COMMiDi011 Itlerchints aill Grain Palm
SEVENTH ANL) It. R STS., HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
Liberal holy/meow on I °mum-intents A'l Tobacco sent es revered by Insurance.
NAT GAITHER Manager J. K. l; ANT. Sal. moan
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
purillt11.1'1010._
Fill EL t Es ' OBt 4:)1.7.8 45.
irs.litace• and %I. be•t Il 01111141%111,11111 VIl•rellspui•„ lippal••.1110, Ky..
,,,
.11 'W McGauglie,, Preaotent. Dir.% tors le n Nance, Ni 11 B 'ales, E ty Sehree, T G
Haloes, kl. Llpetine, A.G. Boalos.
N. TOE
Merchant Tailors.
Opertk3u/ilding, No. 108.
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest latterias, latest styles and rerfect fits
guaranteed
20 to He  
le to la•
Caldwe II & Randle,
23 to
4 to 3c
7 to se
12!, to J.*
7 to sic
5 25 to
5 110 r
a on to
its to I 50
I 00 to 1
45 to 5%.
00 to
r
Leto 30
50 to 2 00
n to Oa
8't 10
s to Ili
to
75 to
hi L.)
Controlling uunrketi lower on grain and pro-
viaione
- TiF.ALERS IN -
Sims, illassurg Ciao, Goods
C •u.t le , rn. s ,
Roofing Guitoring and Outside Work,
Repairing Neatly and
S C I .4'1-1.-•=
.1 PLly Ihnle. e are the °nil' parties in loan who make •11 Mon
a
tYitivanitteal Irus Work.
INTo. 19 £. 9th treet, I-lop:et 
n.s.trille,
KIRK'S
,
. 44-11,‘
Or i;
FLOATINC SOAP
THE CHIEP
For the Beth, Toilet anc. Laundry.
Snow "A' bite and Absolutely Pure,
if TOOT Mailer doss not keep White Cloud 'soap
erne 10 cents for moods asks to the alatre...
JAS. S. KIRK & CO.,
cmcAco.
Agents Wanted e ery he. e to• li the a as-P 50101NdBlabber. ad,-
‘,.1
%sateen li lie a•mms'
%abeam* I • y mar, aud
eelebr•ii • el/cower
M•owl). ervoer,ia,oe Pjarrt•
11114 01111.01W' It t•• 1st-
t• r sidveltteve 11 in thoa
airency. . flu um nor.
e re, esabla la ilie fact of
monoompat ieep a...natty
b% 'titers from their
eeker or Itry lotnit Mer-
chant. nan pnrchatte lots .1 et or 00 noechisses at
the ',wept nbolesale price Ovine Ito ir note at
90 days, withoet ieterest In settierrwril of In-
voiss. 1 ahipsanspie susher, on trial, u. Hbera.
terms. nu tor particulars
J WORTH, e, I.eysia,
Mention that paper.
Statement of the Condition of the
CITY BANK
Hopkinsville, Ky.,
At the Clow of Busier.*
DECEM BER 31ST,1887.
nassismosa.
Note and Bills Dieteloteil,$ 1/4,1111.04
0,14 is 2516 262.51
Doe ?roe II. Treasury . LIMAS
Hank fay House ritraiturs, SOLOS
Sight Exchange. 10,1110
Cash a cash Item a, stem 91 iss is• et 174.111
LI ABILITIElli.
Capital Steck
surplus rood
Usdisided Profits
Individual Depositors
Due to Banks
Insurance Account
Set aside to pay Tax
Dieldena No. II 
$ 80 000 CO
UAW 01
1,115 U
176,(27 74
713 42
1.2111 06
600 00
1.400 te
No unclaimed deposits ro-
ma Meg over Ike years.
E. B. LONG, Ass't Cashier.
Sworn to before me., this Inst day of December,
1887. L. H. PETRIE,
Notary Public C. C
STATEMENT
-of the eoadMion of-
woo Piapiers Ban.
Of Hopkinsville, Iy.,
DECEMBER 41sT, 1887.
Maser 111C1Be.
Notee and Bills. Dow-minted
01111c.e Furniture
Real Estate for Debt
Stlkis suit Bowl.
Sig t Exchange
•Ati on Habil .
....
AIBILITIE111.
$172.216 45
IASI 26
LIS 06
LINO Oh
MAD SI
SAID AI
811111.11111: la
Capital Stock ''. . . ... $ 77 IMO OP
Individual Depoeitere .. ...... . . Pelt.91111 117
Due other Banes . LOW 116
Dividend No lali. [hada". .  Lee Oa
t Ontingent Viitel 9Ni t2
2•10.5417 at
W. L. TRICE, Cashier.
Subscribed and mons to before me, this Stet
day of Deo nilrev. 1867.
1E1 L SMITH.
Notary Pub'', C
8TATElfENT
-of the Condition of the-
bra of Hqkinsyill&
.
DEG.
"useVlsof.s:
Loam aed Diseoutts Me 747 41
Real rem. for Debt . 11.0167 IV
Ranking House 15.000 00
Caish etat; 09
Sight Exchange 99.telts V
l'api atetork 4150.000 00
:siirplue Fund woo Ou
Due Bantle le.234 01
Doe Deg-witore 251.451 7st
Dividarids Unpeid 10; 00
Dividend No 45 tits day, 7,300 /0
340,290 79
&woe 72
• 4-r-1111PHEI0oNiceitlf!7
Sobooribed and owes to befOrt apt%
January EL ESL
J. P. BRADEN,
Notary Public C. C
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
Hortorevu Ls Lobes. No. 27, A. F. • A. IL
/Su an Hopper, W. M.
Lodge meets at blisioete tril *tor%
Thompeoe Block, first Monday night in eitek
month
ORIENTAL CHATTIER NO. 14.. G A. 11.
Thomas Rodman, II P
3Staled nvocatiotte Id Mondale Of emb
meg th at amine Hall.
2‘00 tOMMANDILItY NO. s. It• T.
tir. Kt. Thoe. Rodman., Z. c.
meek 4th Itooday in each mouth at !Smoak
Hail
LOYAL •RCANUAL klOPICIN2VILLIL COL' N
CIL, NO. III
Jos. I. Landes, It sett
Hoota sit4 4th Thursdays each mooth at
J.!. Leaden' oMee.
MOA YON COUNCIL NO.tICHOSEN rnilENtra
Lipatioe, Chief Commelor.
Meets at I. o. 4). P. Hall, fd ancyth Monday is
each mouth.
CHRISTIAN LODGE, NO. S20, . 0 H,
R. M. Anderson, Dictator.
Meets let mot Ird Tuesday In each men. h
Andensoa.s HII1.
11•111.GREIN LODGE. No. lb, K. OW P.
A. II Clark, C. C.
Lodge meets the al •ort Ith Thursdays,. ev-
ery moons at Howe'e Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANK, K. or P.
L. K. Davis. Trail.
Meets Id Monday in every month at lit M.
An.lerson'a
IfClatirr§ frif Tiff Qq4-1114 1-:411411.•
V. W. Crabb, N. C.
Meets the lat and id Pride,* in each month
in baaement of Cumberland Presbyterifie
church
ANCliNT .0a1)Ett OP' UNITED WORKMEN.
W. II. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, Id mid 4111 Tuesdays at Me-
Cerny, Houk & l:4).'11 office.
05511$ LIVIZ LODGE. NO. Ss, I. 0 0. r.
A.S. Caldwell, N.
Meets every Fr itay night at I. o. 0. r. Hall.
61ZRCI ENCAMPMENT, NO. II. I. 0. 0.
F. Henderson. C. P.
bodge meets 1st and Id Thum...lay eights at I.
0 0 F. Hall.
COWER OF THZ IRON HALL
John Maiayon, P. C. J.
Meets ate *winos's,/ in each mouth at John
Moayoe's
TV/BENCE LODGE. NO IT, DAVIJIHTILIto
' Or RES1Xifik.
Meets led aionesy ni9ht at i• 9. p. f 119
CQ/'°#/q) 144101r"/'
UNION BENEVOLENT SOCIETY.
Meets let and ad sonday eyetanirt4 lit
street, mooed awry orer inlets' Ind w
mouth, Ili o'cloch, at tlria: lodge at.
er's bani-ling. il. !reheat, peefleut i Ned
! ner. tio.'y.
I IMIIIKInlall LODGE, lii I '5, U. a. tr.
MC•23.t-o.c3c3r.i
Meets 1st mei art Tuesday nights in westetea
H•11, t ourt •treet. K. 3% . Glass, W. ; L. la.
Buckner, Secretary .
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•THE NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHILD BY-
ow Era Printing and PotMahal
ot A YEAR.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3. 1•
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the
margin or wrapper Of
your paper shows when
your paid subscription
expires. If not renew-
ed, your paper will be
stopped on the 1st day
of the month succeed-
ing that date.
tome anb St.ortsill•
H. T. Boyd, of New York, IA in the city
Frank Richardson was in town Tuesday,.
J. W. Ham ta) , of Dawr.in, was in the city Tues-
day.
Mrs. Rt hurl P ck his returned from Daft§
boro.
Alfred Wallace, of Newsiest', was in the city
Monday.
Garaett, of Pembroke. was to the city
Thursday
Mr. J. F. Bode. cf Lafayette, spent Sunday
in the city.
Col. Al Clark returned Saturday sight from
Frankfort.
Mrs. W. H. Wilson rsturucil Monday 
fromit Ic.1.00 IS V
0.5 Brown was in irotton on business,.
Wednesday .
Nat Wright spent several days with his fami-
ly this week.
Mr. N. Tobin has gone east to buy his stock of
spring goods
Mr Mee Robertson. of Nashville, was In the
c tr Tue day
Chas and tower Layne. of Fairview, were in
town Timid.),
Mr Horses Buckner,of Loagview. was in the
city Wednesday.
Tom Major, of south Christian, was in the
city Wednesday.
Mrs Jamison, of Pembroke, was in the city
shopping Monday.
Miss McDaniel, of Clarksville, is viaiting rel-
atives is the city.
It W. Henry was in Trent in on professional
business this week.
'col. T. H. Williams. of Bloomlegtos, Ill, is
in the city this week.
Ben T. PerkinsJr.. president K. £ I. railroad,
was in town Tuesday.
Dr. M. W. Williams. of Chunk Hill, was in
Um city Widatsday.
Mrs Alex WarelsidortClarksville, is flatting
her father Dr. B S. Mead.
Cbas. Atiderion is epeutlin4 the week with
freed* is the Belles sew district.
Hart Boxley, of Casky, leaves this week for
California where he will locate.
J S. Somers and rpehaw Buckner, of 1.o g-
view, were in the city Sat orlay
Joo. Pendleton and Walter Busse:I, of Pom-
broke, spent Sunday in the city.
Jack Nance, a prominent young farmer of
,was in the cite Monday.
Dr. A. P. Campbell went to Mailiaonvi!le
Tuesday on prof Mona' business.
Mr. H B. 
-,Wood, a prominent planter of
Howell, was in the city Thursday.
Al Layne. an e ergetic young merchant of
Petreiew. was in the city Thursday.
Mimi Lucy Henry has returned from a pro
trailed visit to friends in Clarksville.
P. B. Pendleton, a popular young fortuer of
Pembroke, was in the city Wednesday.
G. Kerr, the popular advance agent of
A. 0 Field's minstrels, was here Tuesday.
Misses Nara and Fannie Rodgers returned
Tuesday from a protracted visit to Princeton
Kiwis Ellis returned Thursday night from
Nashvillle, where he had been visiting his fath-
er.
Jas. H. Hi linen, a dashing young gallant of
Trig county, was in the city &event days this
week.
Mrs 0.5. Brown returned Wednesday, Lost
an entewled visit to friends and relatives near
Cr. ton.
Miss Lou West, of Cle Pon neighbcrhood, who
ha• been visiting Mrs. IL W. Osiris. returned
home Frid•y.
Mies Bettie Stivensos. who has been attend-
lug the Moody meetings to Louisr , retort e
III,adav night
Hon. John Feland, of Hopi ineyille, Was on he
floor of the sen•te yesterday.-Frankfort
Capitol.
Mrs. E G. bairns., Jr.. of Hopkissyille, sp-nt
last week w Us the family of Col Sehree.-Todd
goatity Progress.
Henry 4osirsard,of Nashville. forinerly a stu-
dent of the high se.hoo', was ahsking liaads with
he Hoinsyf1 e friends Usii week
Prof. J. W Rost, of Hopkleaville, needed
through this city his morning en route to Lou-
isville to &Maud the meeting -Park City Times
Will Hays, after spending a week with Hop-
kfiss•Ute (resets. left Tuesday *or the east, to
purchase go is for his estabhahmeot at Desna°.
Tease
Mies Fannie Fr-onkel, who has been the pleas-
ant gees* of Mr Chem. Slaughter for the past
two weeks, returned to her home in Cincinnati
Monday.
Mr sail Mrs J H. Anderson. who for the
The Latham Light guards will give ' The Moon In Hiding. 
I 
PREFERRED LOCALS
,
another ball at their armory on the night on Saturday evening about six o'clock
of Tuesday, Feb. 14th. The company occurred a grand celestial phenomenon,:
hart just received Irons the adjutaut Gen- Public Sale Of Landthe total eblipse of the moon. To a : .L-
Go to A. G. Bush for bouts and shoes eral sixty new uniforms, and the seldier causal observer, it eeetned to rise iii a i Oil 51,10lay I ct) 6th. 1MS, I 'A HI iii.
sad save money. I boys will doubtleput show up to
I 
good ad- mist, but after a short time the elver') for sale at publie *melon. nt the court-
Vsucit gocueittne.
"Down She Goes." Tri-Weekly $1.
The boss jeweler, optician end watch-1 vantage. Tne young men are tekilig edge emerged as a brightly t„,,, ! house door in opt( IiiiN111.,, hy., Ilei 3
• .
111"'"1 -- I acre* el bend situated on the West Folic
maker is M. D. Kelly. , great interest in the company now, point, willed) grew into a ereseet, and of Politi River, helonging to the estateITie rtiusersansts hos a business , The eclipse of Saturday eventing was the contrast with the darkened portion iof Tito*. It. Steven:1 dec'el. Terms,
meeting at Crofton Friday. 
I credit of twelve tnimisi.i. m fiats.
' a gorgeous E net., as, a i„I wag w it„„„sed forcibly impressed one that emit-thing
' by thoueseitte. The pertormanee,began beyond a mist bail obseured the rays of 1
about 5: $0 and bested two hours. he queen of night. The erre:vete lit-
Adni`r with will Nunexed.Gersmon Cox is cot II to his bed.
He is threatened with piteuitionia.
'Taken as a whon- it was 011e of the moot, ''°'"'e l until fi"Iliv about 7 :20 the
Mr. and Mrs. 1) Gelbreath entetteined succertent I affairs of its nature ever wit- whole orb shohe forth iti in 
tgnilleentBRAN 
•
ND a circle of their friends Turstley eight. iteseed in title portion of the state. splendor.Total eclip•ea are caused by the 11.10011 OATS,
Col. A. H. Clark left Titers Ivy in ern- Col. Outer S. Brow ti laid aside the
lag for Franktorton legi-lative Creditless. purple robe of e thee Friday and hied 
paesing lett) the shadow cast by the
earth and are comparetively rare. Not Corn and Hay,kin, to the classic hills around his native eChas. Petere, of Fairview, left Tues- only illitat the sun be exactly oppostite
village of Crofton. He returned Sour- to attend tuedical lectures at Louis- the moon in relative position as regards
day tuornittg claiming to have killed the horizon, but it must, be opposite IIIvine.
Court haes at jointer& Many isupor-
taut cases were dispose el of durieg the
terns.
We understand that some valusble
property will be sold tor city taxes at an
early date.
Mar., loge license was isaued Wed:lee--
day to Andrew Qtaarles and Par thenica
Metcalfe, colored.
A delightful party was given Tuesday
night at the residence of G. W. Wiley
on Seventh street.
Mr. Tem Williamson has been ap-
poleted administrator of the estate of
the late Capt. Perkins.
A large party of little folks evjoyed
Friday evening at Col. Sypert's real-
deuce on Seventh street.
W. S. Berry, • student of South Ken-
tucky College preached Sunday nigh
at the Christiait church.
Mr. A. G. Bush hats moved heti hle
new quarters opposite the old stand, and
is ready to serve the public.
A very interesting letter, descriptive
of a trip to Nashville, may be (tent 1 on
the fourth page of chits issue.
Dr. L. J, Harris was called suddenly
to Clarksville Monday to see Mrs. J. 'I'.
Boyd, who is dangerously ill.
Several parties availed themselves of
the cheap rates to Louisville in order to
hear the great eeangeliet Moody.
The sheriff will sell at public auction,
at Beverly, on Feb. 8th, the stock of
gement beloughog to Ham & Owaley.,
A Seventh street sign bears tile fol-
lowing en ique itlacription : 11 aLf
SoL IS 50 UP STalS SHoos ES HOp.
The L. & N. R. R. I. erecting a small
frame house for the watchman at the
ooruer of t•,eventli and Railroad streets.
A friend from the northern portion of
the moray informs us that a large yield
of maple syrup may be expected this
year.
Harry Tandy and Victor Fuqua were
elected president and vice-president of
the young people's meeting Sunday
night.
Abe Slit er says spring is opening at
his house and lie wants the boys to rush
around and pee the new hats he has just
got in.
Miss Delia Fuqua tell from a buggy
Wednesday evening and sprained her
arm. It is a painful accident but not
serious.
Mr. Tom Grehani, of poky, ships ev-
ery week to Atlanta, sixty pound*. of
Holstein butter,for which be receives 50
cts. per pound.
Wesley Crutchfield, charged with car-
rying concealed deadly weapons, was
arraigned Saturday and gave bond for
his appearance.
The attorneys for the Stanley broth-
ere, colored, moved that they be released
on bond Wednesday, but the court over-
ruled the motion.
J. P. Prouae announces islinitelfin this
issue as a candidate for eiteriff ot Chris-
tian cotiety, PUbjelA to the action of the
Republicati party.
Mr. itobt. Blake wo:e, a former Hop-
kihsville boy, will be married to Miee
Clara Taylor Annapolis, 41d , on Ion-
day February 13:h.
E. C. Ball, representing the Hender-
son Buggy co., sprained his ankle at the
Phoeni Tuesday morning. It was •
very painful accident.
The Almanac and Political Register
Issued by the Chicago Daily News is
one of the most complete that has ever
been Issued. Price 20 cents.
The lecture at the Christian church
Thursday night by Rev. Smith on Japan
was largely attended. It was highly
instructive and entertaining.
Mrs. C. M. Latham left Friday morn-
pees week have been the guests of Mr. and len. lug for Hernando, M Ise., Laving re-
Ba 'ley Waller, returned Tuesday to their home
eeive I atelegram stating that her fe-at Hartford, K y
Mew Willie Wallace, of Hopkinsville, re- titer, Cu?. Whitt-, was 'Very Ill
unity the guest of Miss Cora W tabard, left 'inn.
day for Harraflatturg. to visit Miss Alexander,
of that city -Danville Advocate.
Mr. Charles Metcalfe, of the Metcalfe Manti-
c*, t oring Co.. nojetiakine. wss' la toys last
Vesselety': ertey is oneor the foremost% busi-
sees see., or lee) inrville.--la,1 z Telephone.
The following gentletw.n proposed to take •
trip t Frankfort on legislative husinerie Wed
seselay morning: Joo Feland,Sr., rerd Schmitt.
Alex *aileron. J00. Hoyt Whether the train
wet tee faster tre gentlemen too slow is sot
known, it is certain they ‘1111 not go
To Csorrespeadeats.
Thonie sending accounts of happenings
in their neighborhood will please do so
as early as possible after the event oc-
curs. Letters delayed for a week or
more are too late to be of use, the
silences being that the hew# bas already
leeeo published in emote form. An
interesting acoennt of a wedding hits
just been received from a correspond-
ent who signs herself "Bonnie Jean,"
which is too old for publication, as the
event occurred on the 19th, and has al-
ready been noticed.
People Talked About.
Abe Shyer, the popular clothier, says
trade is booming with him.
Lee Johnson is happleet when he is
In the intricacies of a difficult case.
Dick Holland added greatly to Hop-
neripe when be built the handsome
tapers house.
Some dentists take a epeeist delight in
breaking people's jaw boner, but this
will not app'y to our flicient &nate:herr,
Selene Williams and Campbell.
_
Postellice
That the present poeftottiee building is
inadeente no One Will deny. Eve-1101e
favors its removal. But the question
arises where shall it be) located. For
the convehience of every-one It should
be located as near the business center of
elt7 as popit9e. it is now at the
• useth end ot town and very little ad-
vantage could result in removing it to
itie mouth end as propnied. If it must
be put on a side street let it be as near
the dividing line betwen north and
south Main as possible. Of the two
buildings offered the one on Main street
being more accessible I. preferable.
Au Expla.atleu.
Ktlitor New Era:
The name of the Chautau eta Circle_
referred to In Tuesday's Issue as Miss
Starit's is the Robert Burns Wilson.
Thie circle has for leaders such able, en-
thualastie workers as Mrs. J. K. Gent,
Mrs. I. F. Alex seder, Mrs. Seargent,
Mrs. Henry an d half a score of others,
ail of whorl' are noted for their common
tense, general Intelligence, literary abil-
ity awl eniture. in 'twice to myself
wonld pay that no explanation was
demanded tty the f}obert Burns Wilson
()leek, but I tit nught that some Prole-
pjM VW apology was due them
Very respectfully,
Noma C. &rattan
a-
masters the mind. Avoid the
disease known as Catarrh by using
Warner's Log Cabin Rose Cream.
The city counell at lei next meeting
•bouitt take econe action looking to the
improvement of tile sidewelks on sever-
al of the rincipal thoreughfares of the
city.
The levy for 1887 was as feelloer:
7 etc. for ordinary extreme-re 121e cue
for interest on R. It. bonds, 283. eta to
redeem R. R. bonds; tusking a nett of
58 etc on the $100.
Miss Cora Wialiard and her guest,
Miss Wlhli Wallace, of Hopkineville,
were handaeinely entertained Saturday
night, at Harrodsburg, by Miss Alexati-
der.-Danville Advocate.
Messrs. J. W. Stith and C. v. Nolen
have bought the grocery stock of A. R.
Perkin', dee'd., and will continue the
business at the old stand. 'rite new
drin will be Stith 4, Nolan.
It is hoped that the county bonds will
all be paid off within the next two years.
The people of Christian county have
long been taxed at the rate of $1.00 on
the hundred to pay them off.
As you pile on the coal and read of
"another blizzard coming," just remem-
ber It will only be three months until
the green grass and spring bIrda will be
here. Get ready for a picnic.
Foe likST.-A cottage on Maple
street, recently vacated by John W.
Payr e, five good rooms, cellar, Per-
wants room, stable, coal-house etc. Ap-
ply to JOHN W. P•viez or F. L. W•L-
Jno. R. Green recently bought of Mr.
Jim. C. Thurman, in the Be leview
tieielshorlsood, 'shout 50,000 poem& of
"Plendid shipping leaf tobacco, price
not given. This is not so bad for a
"drouth" year.
Emulate Fort S•Lk -We have for sale
a first-class steam engine, now at work
in this otlice. We want to put in a gas
engine and will sell this one at a bar-
gain. Call any day but Tuesday and
Saturday and see it run,
directors of the Natural Gas
Company held a meeting at Judge
Petree's office 'fuesday evening for the
purpr se of discussing propoaltions for
boring. Another meeting will be held
at an early date and the contracts let.
Roes Rodgers has enlisted in the per-
vice of the Mutual Life Insurance Com-
pany of Kentucky. His territory will be
Todd county and vicinity. Pending
John Cooper's illnesa either Mr. Rod-
gers or Dr. Patton will answer for him.
two squirrels, heit lie brought no wit-
nesses to stileitantiate hie remarkable
1 sticcees.
Dr. Eager's lecture at the Baptist
church Friday night vow a literary
treat. His subject was "Rome" and Ise
treated it in a manner that showed a
thorough study and a long residence in
the holy city. 'The seating capacity of
the church was taxed to its tatouoet. All
who attended felt well repaid.
Mrs. Jim. Felton! Jr., had a fine gold
watch stolee Saturday. It is supposed
that the thief entered the house while
the fatuity were at dinner. It wits a
bold and daring robbery and forms
another link in the long chain of out-
rages that have been perpetrated in
Hopkinsvilte within the last few months.
Our young friend J. C. Metcalfe, of
Gerrettaburg, who for the past three
years has taken the first hot ors a
Georgetown College, has been chosen
by the students of tied institution to rep-
resent them in the inter-collegiate ora-
toreal contest. Ile will no doubt be a
credit both to his county and big college.
He arrayt th himself in his best clothes,
he blacketh hit Ptiqes to the hue of ebo-
ny, he goeth forth at night to see his
girl and lie steppeth upon a loose brick
and he squirteth not less than three
gallons of muddy water tip his breeches
leg, and in Isis rage he sweareth at the
Gas Company and all that pert*Ineth
thereto.
McEirees Wine of Cerdui is for sale
by the following merchants in Christian
County.
li. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
G. E. Gaither, e.
Hopper I Son,
J. R. Armistead, 0
Clifton Coal Co, Mannington, Ky.
W. H. Nolen, isseeleidge, Ky.
W. H. Martin, Crofton. Ky.
If. R. Miller. Pembroke, Ky.
The following young ladies and gen-
tlemen met at the residence of Mr. E. P.
Campbell Friday night and enjoyed sev-
eral hours dancirg: Mr. and Mrs. D.
Galbreath, Misses Steinhagen, Prince,
Burnett, Fuqua, IS intr.( e, Bowles, Bar-
bour; Messrs. Burnett, Cox, J. Camp-
bell, Bryan, Henry Tandy, Harry Ten-
d", Cooke, Hopper, Bowles, Walter
Campbell.
Little Rodman Meridiem the three
year old son , of Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
Mesehain, fell from the /second story
window of Mr. Win. Cowan, on south
Main street Fridey et ening, striking
his head against the ice. The distance
is fifteen feet and the only wonder is
that the little fellow wee not fatally
injured. But he was running about
again in two hours after the accident.
A Mr. Turner is making desperate ef-
forts to obtain subscribers enough to es-
Willett a telephone exchange in Hop-
kinsville. It is not generally understood
that the telephonic can he used to advan-
tage in a farming district, but it would,
no doubt, be a good thing to have when
a house-raising is on hand -Tobacco
Leaf.
And as "house-raising" is constantly
"on hand" In this farming district, the
smart editor of the Leaf may see that it
will be a "good thing to have."
Mr. Oscar Slaughter liaa purchased
the stock of J D. Rue ell and a ill dis-
poet, of the same at very low figures.
The house w ill be maiteged by his
brother, Mr. 4. has. Slaughter, who I.
one of tile beet known bueiness tuen in
HopkIneville, having long been con-
nected with the eateblialenent of M.
Frankle 4 $on's. The Walt' Este pre-
dicts for the new firm a liberal share of
the public patronage.
The examining trial of Griffin RIMS,
who was arrested several weeks age,
caw(' with burning a barn telongleg
to Frank Tandy, was held before judge
Brasher Tuesday evening. The defend-
ant was represented by W. W. Henry,
the state by Mr. Payne. The circum-
stantial evidence against the accused
wars very strong, and he was held over.
Failing to give bond be was given lodg-
ing in the county kill.
See statement of Mutual Life (limit.-
ate* Compel,. of Kentucky ill another
column. John W. Cooper is agent for
this excellent company for Ceriathen,
Trigg aml Cal well, Ross Rodgers for
Todd and 4,olcan, Mr. Joe Pollard tor
Hopkins, Webster, Lyon and Critten-
den counties, with Dr Petton we special
agent for southa estern Ku-mucky
Either of the several gentlemen will an-
ewer for Mr. Cueper iltiritig his indis-
positioe.
The two detrimental' societies (South.
able and Miss Stark's; have united in an
effort to bring to our city several lectur-
ers of national reputation. They are
already in correspondence with Geo. R.
Vliehdling, who it will be remembered
gave .his famouo Stonewall Jackson
lecture here to one of the hirgest audi-
ences that ever assembled in the opera
house. The societies may be assured
that their efforts will be appreciated by
the general public, and their entertain-
ments liberally patronized.
What's the matter with the town
clock? It la not a reliable time piece.
It has stopped on several occasions.
Tbere Is evidently a difference of opin-
ion between parts of the machinery.
'lite striker lis.s struck for a better bell,
and the present bell often refuses to
be stricken by the striker. The eon-
tract Was for a bell that could be heerd
for a distance of four [ultra, the present
one can scarcely be heard four letudred
yards. There Is probably some lutes-
tive trouble, which should be remedied
in time.
Rev. S. F. Gibb, of the Uelversalista
eleirch, comluceld aervires at llord'a
Hall Saturday night and Suuday. The
meetings were a ell attetele.1 end live-
ly intereet tisenite-ted. Five le-teethe
united a ith the church. MreGibb is an
eartleat advocate of the faith, a Chris
flan iventlemen, and calls things by
their right names, taut always speaks
kindly of those who C'ntertain opinions
differing from his. He will preach
again on Wednesday night, Saturcley
night and Sunday mornine anti eight
at the same place. The" weekly prayer
meeting will be held on 'Thursday night.
Mr. Hord has arranged his hell very
tastefully for church purposes and the
the outlook for the new organization is
hopeful indeed.
--me.
Judge J. W. McPherson.
declination or distant* from the celestial
equator. On Saturday, the retort-, the
moon now as far north of east as the
son set south of west.
The globular torus of the earth was
shown by the shape of the shadow it
cast ou the lace of the moon and both
the umbra, or total and the p-uumbra,
or partial shadow were plainly visible
It le a proof of the accuracy of astronom-
ical science, how closely such events
can be predicted years before they oc-
cur. 'The ancients could forecast
eclipses of the moon. On moral incline
among the oldest Assyrain mItts, Iseve
been found calculations anti pretlictious
which modern estrononiera have in the
light of pre-sent science recalculeted and
traced back Cirough thousende of years
of the grand precession of heavenly
bodies and found them to have been
correct.
Trate' 'there is nothing new under the
sun and edit do "the heavens declare
the glory of God" to the beings on this
planet to whom the great architect I as
given etiough of His light to ere the
grandeur of His handiwork.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
THE FIRST.
Call and see the N'ienna, Bismarck
and Oak. the new spring styles lit Meet's
Stiff Hats. Giese Corner.
A. C SHYER it CO.
Before buying your perfumery call
and examine our stock, as we are just in
receipt of the finest imported extracts
ever BOW In this market, and imported
direct front Paris. Call awl examine
and you will be sure to buy.
BCCKNXIt LI•VELL.
SpriDg Samples,
Just received at F_ T. Gorman'a, the
"leading tailor." The goods will be
here
February 15th.
come in and eelect a owing emit while
yOU Can get choice of a large stock.
To Clean Up
For the new goods I will sell winter
goods at greatly reduced prices. Call to
see me at No. 11 Seventli street.
F. T. Gorman.
Don't fail to examine the fine line of
Toilet Soaps all the way from 5c. to
50c. a cake at Buckner Leavell'e.
Remember that Shy-
er's is the only place in
Northtown where you can 2 dwellings on  
buy the Bull Dog Campbell street. $10
Breeches. Every pair per month.
warranted not to rip.
N. B. Shyer. For Rent.
A cottage, 4 rooms, on
Burgess street adjoin-
ing J. M. Courtney.
Price $10.
Slap adrucy Gramin,
Limberger and Sweit-
zer and Pure Cream :'
Cheese, Sour Kraut,
Mackerel.
Oysters in bulk re-
ceived daily. We keep
our own wagon and de-
liver at all hours of the
day. We also deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.
Anderson & Tate,
Nos.' 10-14, Virginia St.,
bet. 6th and 7th.
AINSIOUNCEKUNTa.
I Numbr onn-sunee myself ii candidata for
sheriff, at the ensiling August election, suls-
}mit to the action of the Republican party
J. P. PROWSE.
I a NO
We are authorized to ()ell the dwelling
with attire tome; subtitled, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, I i d the
dwelling on the lot teljoleing. We writ
eIl let a bargain. The purchaser to re-
move both buildings at once.
$2,000 for a term of
years, at 6 per cent. ,
Real estate security in!
the city worth $6,000.
For Rent
Store-rooms on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
For Rent.
Cottage on South
Campbell st. Price, $15
per month.
For Rent.
The R. Mills house on Seventh street.
For Rent.
Oti Cox Mill road, near city limits.
Dwelling with 7 &ere', of land.
For Rent.
We are row reeeivitig large line' of
hipbone, Titan, Flowers, Tritnwinea of
all kinds, and In a few lays our M 1111.
nery Department will he a thing ut
beauty. (Aar new shapee in Hats and
Bonnets will be here tee soon tea the en-
tire line of sty lea are on the market.
Look eliarp, you will hear from us in
Millinery. Make your arrangements
to have your hats trimmed at home this
eprivg, for no stock will he morecom-
piece than ours. We pride ourselves
that we can put up a hat or bonnet as
atylieli aud elegant as anybody, and
therefore ask as a special favor that you
give ita a trial at least before 'sureties
hog. Respectfully,
MRS. R. I. MARTIN,
With N. B. Shyer.
20 20
28 We will place on 28
28 sale Saturday, 28
28 Jan'y 28th, one 28
28 hundred pair of 28
28 Ladies' Black 28
28 Mousquetaire 28
28 Kid Gloves. all 28
28 size 6, and which 28
28 you can carry 28
28 away for the 28
28 twenty-eignt cts. 28 a is Co.28 small sum of 2828 per pair. 28
28 Ladies, they are 28
28 a great bargain. 28
28 Secure a pair. 28
28 BASSETT & CO. 28
For Rent.
A cottage on Camp-
bell street, price $13 60.
For Rent.
Store-room in the
Shyer building on West
side of Main street.
For Rent
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Greatest Slaughter Sale Ever Inaugurated
In the city by the "OLD RELIABLE,"
M =Li 4:Y. SON S.
Just fluielied tektite an inventory.
We lied we have too many geode, end
they mitat go We will begirt to offer
the greeteet bargain" of the age.
Our biggest cut is in our
Cloak Department !
It you ever expect to buy a cloak now
Is your chance. Come and nitre your
cholee of any of otir $5 and an Cloaks
for $3. Pick and elusive of ally $7 or $8
Newmarket.* for $4 50.
We have plaeed ou sale our entire
line of Braid, Bead and Fur Trimniing
at ruinous prices. Space won't permit
us to quote priers on our entire stock,
but if you will give us a call we will be
ei.re to interest you in prices. We are
determined to sell.
We almost forgot to mention our large
line of Wool Hosiery. We have almost
cut prices in two in this department.
We have too many Winter Goods on
hand. Sell them we must, and there-
fore put prices on them that will move
them.
We will place on sale this week a
large line of Hamburg Trimmings, both
white and colored. Machine and real
Torchon Lace.
Jest think of $8 50, $900 and $10.00
Newmarkets going for $5.00.
All our $11 and $12 50 Newmarket* to
be closed at $6. All $14, $15 anti $16 50
Newmarketa must go at $8 and $10. We
have one Newmarket, size 36, which
will go for $12.50.
Our entire stock of Cloaks, consisting
of Plieet Wraps, Newruarkets, Jackets
and Children's Cloaks, must be cleaned
out.
Immenee stock of Flannels will be
sold at ruinous prices.
Underwear for children and ladies at
prices that will astonish you. One hun-
dred Flannel Shirts at The., $1 arid $1.25,
worth double the money.
Waterproofs and Jerseys and Jeans at
25 % leas than can be bought elsewhere.
Swiss Embroidery, Check Nainsrxiine,
Bleach Domestic at less than New York
cost, Table Cloths, Towels and Napkins,
Sheeting, Bed Tick.
1000 yards Curtain Scrim at 614c.
500 yards fine Late C.'ortain Net,
slightly soiled, at half price.
100 pair elegant lace curtains at .two-
thirds their value.
250 alightly soiled Bed Spreads at just
one-half their worth. Remember our
Annual Bed Spread Sale Is always the
town talk.
Call to see US, we will show' you a
_ great many other bargains which
scarcity of apace will not permit us to
mention.
Remember goods must be sold to make room for our Spring Stock, which will arrive abou
February 15th. Respectfully,
ma. 303ELAL..NTTIC.MI.A 234CMTIElla
Still In The Ring!
Some people never know when they have had enough, so it is with
competitors, they continue their
3Pielco1e ..A.ttern.ptis
to undersell, but their efforts are wasted. It is no use to try. Our
mighty efforts always bring good results and we continue to lead with
The Lowest Prices and Highest Quality!
People cannot be suppressed, for they will come when they want
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, Ec.,
IKE LIPSTINE.
DO YOU WANT A BOND OF INDEMNITY
Cottage on North To cover a period of twenty-five years
Main. Price $8.
For Rent.
• The Tandy place, (.11 Soleil
large hit; ten 'teems to litstpne,
$25 per nemilt.
NI *In ;
Price
Fire and 'forwent,. !Howell:* ritten lit
tiret.class Conspatliee, Kee prompt at-
teetion ill case' of his.
Negotiating houses a togs 1,1:t itli
us.
We rent home.* a: id 04,1Iect rents, ail j
pa: taxoa for notereeidettio. I tune t,,
Pee us ii tion want amt thing to our lint.
Main at reef" Plod" -.ft Ce h,tiiliiing
STATEMENT
28 titt.iLtfInaranc:
For shoes of all grades
and prices go to N. B.
Shyer, corner 9th and
Main
JUST OUT.
The Gobeble, Nipele, Uvilla and Pa-
latka, Earl it Wilson's new shapes in
Collars. We have them in pill size-.
A. C. SHYER it CO ,
Glass Corner.
A few cloaks left that
must go, and no mis-
take. No matter what
others price them at
we will sell them lower
to get rid of them.
N. B. SHYER,
Cor. 9th and Main.
The goves nor having aignitied hie in-
tendon of appointing the party agreed
upon by the llopkinsville bar, as judge Remember we will
of the court of common pleas, that august lead the millinery trade
We are glad to state that McClung, body assembled at the circult court room as usual this spring.
Bouts it Co., have affected a compromise Tuesday morning, for the purpoee of w . some large
with their creditora arid that Mr. W. T. naming the fortunate Jud 
e 
exnect ge We
Bonte will continue the business at the Londe.) was elected chairman and Col invoices in a few days.
.o'd stand. Mr. &mite Is a deserving, D. L. Jolinaon secretary. The provis- MRS. R I. MARTIN,
hard-working man and we hope to see Ionic of the act were then diacuseed by with N. B. Shyer.
him do well, several members with warmth. Finally
The steady and constaht erowth of the a ballot was taken which resulted in the
Mutual Life Insurance Co., of Ky., is selection of Col J. W. McPhereou over
demonstrated by a comps rlsou of the Judge MeCarro I, the vote standing
early advertisements of that company 15 to 7 with several scattering. Col.
with the one in this issue, demonstrating McPherson thanked the bar for the lion-
that it Is • good company ard the New or and the meeting adjourned, subject
ERA a good advertising medium. to the call of the chairman.
Just Received
a large and elegant line of Stationery.
We' Plitt the most fastidious taste.
Every style imaginable. and the very
latest in box paper. Ladies are special-
ly invited to call and examine our stock.
BUCINK111 LltaVILL,
KENTUCKY.
DE( EMBER 31, 1557.
Real Metals 1/1.107 60
Mortgage Louus 9 ,s,.01"J usi
Interest .1us and accrued thereon. 44,003 G5
Ronile•iwned Marki-i th;in) ipose eu
intelesst slue and ioicrited thereon aii7S OU
Idiati• on I ollateral 4 074 el
I tere-t SCA. rucd !Inert /
Preuili,in Notes 160.7111 It
sAerent ricertte) the 1.111.0 1..ille 00
in-la u.n ham, I, .,i. 11.73; WI
A and Qua tcr y Pre-
mium.. re-t;
Premium, tar...opus of co'lecl Ion, stet III log Kg
a ag lit's balancer lo 7AI ter
hike furniture 4.471 73
Total twat. 111,097„1/41 W.I
Death II.. A ea-suing
proofs 4 ;JIM Po
!Mier e I, I 95,0sit tap
End Arn meta. for rs:sft
Prem. paid .n advance 1.444 Ii
Liability on lapsed poi.-
cite s,oile eti
Due agents 337 04
C urplus as to poli:y holder
1.207 ell 20
_
1.44,070 7:1
L. T. THUSTIN, See'y.
EA
brands, ler
pratIptzeiswaw,Y.11,mfL
y, ne-
tn I al. sad la*.
also • combi
IFOR SALE By
Chas. McKee & Co.
To pay your estate at death the face of the BOND
To pay in addition for every year SIX PER CENT. upon its
face should you die
To pay as a death claim whatever sum you now elect, together
with more than all the moneys advanced for the purchase of the BOND
To pay you at the end of the term, the face of the BOND and
ail ACCUMULATED SURPLUS thereon. estimated to be as much more
TIIEN SUND NAILli, AGE AND ADDRESS TO
J, W. IREDELL, JR., GEN'L MANAGER,
ri
•
Chas. McKee & Co.,
-
Staple and Fancy Groceries, Farmer's Hardware,
Nen,'
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
Door to 1140••ell'•, 103 Malls
PENN MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO., Cincinnati, 0. yr-Gouda Delivered
M. M. Hanbery, Special Agent. Hopkinsville, Ky
Pure Kentucky Whiskvi
WiS210C1.1c3133. zeal
Any one who wants a pure Whisky for private or medicinal use can get it 
from GEO. D.
MATTINGLY a CO., libbolleraie Dealers. Owensboro, Ky., at prices rangier
from SI lIte to 53 00 per gal. orders sent this firm will receive prompt and 
careful attention.
 alOWW.WWWWW,
Ma • 4311r ALT El
itTA715,T3B3La3031EL,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
WIPE 'a FARM ANNUAL FOR 1888Will be sent Flt !Missal' .5-ante for it Its •Random., Book of iss pp., • II h hued...410f illsretruss's. Colored Plates. sod telhall about IlseIIIEST GAHM:N, FAIR W• asnd Fil4)WtIKIL
gq--.7.1i;:ai,',Fii,gi,1 :,,,tvi'..- 1-tfi;ii,Zz.tn:,i.T..p,i,r.,;;',IL-tSon aW. ATLEE BURPEE & CO. PHILADELPHIA P
Garneris-:City-:-Pharmacy.
• No.7. Main Street, liopkinsville, Ky.
--One oh the largest and nioni elegant edifices in the city,
New and Complete in All Its Departments
II. R. (owner, of the old firm of Minh & Hamner, who tor many yearn 'd 
leading drug trade us
West•rii Kentucky, ha. inir purchased Dr. Midi' ei Interest, is now role prsprieter (tribe ilea" Mouse. He
will use all his experience and ability to Mersa/ie. If possible. the blab reputation of the old firm for rah
Sealing. visopekeilev and rc h) 0celsistO
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stock of the hest quality In all departments of the trade. at tbr 
lounIn prices. Drugs. Palms and
int "(ever) kind, Includlunr HIKIN & VI' I 1.1.I A Ws" EI.EkiitAThI) PAINTS, Patrol Infedlidoes
tio• held and most WWI iiir ntos k
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order ui an quanta A so, and safe remedy. line Brae, Novelties and Holiday
tioodi PIPAAI' laity.
PrOSCriptiODS C grOfilLY 014 011fiqe [1
I soy ii'- •1 t,c I s r :Night
Li/ r • C. -cxr-dr.7..•.-‘r Paiute Philadelpta Pharmacy.
H. B. GARNER
finoosesorto Glib &Ga
T. HERNDON.
Street. lisipalsa•vIlle, K.
Free to all parts of the City.
C R 11 ALLI'Mr ./ T. EDWARDS. tOM P. MAJOR.
Herndon, Hallums & Co.,
r i 013 ELc rmeix.
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARKuVILLE, TENN.
Cash advancer on Tolitoro in store, or in the handl of resimrsible farmers and dealers. AM
Tobacro insured while in store at the expense of owner, except where there is no ad•ance, and
then withotu written order not to insure.
1E4. tai cs 1.1cr e is nifiCalrgeo nr41:31:DELCCC,
'limn any house in the Western Country.
A.M la MI CD DP GlES CO
1 Invsrter anu 11 anufas tort-n- of
ITALIAN MARBLE AND GRANITE MONUMENTS-
The best materiel. thatliest artistic workmanship. the ino-i usslern.h.signa, and prices
gearaateed. NoWln tillawie to piaee orders for spring ileli • ry.
CLARKSVILLE MARBLE WORKS.
(Established in 1852 1114hauet'LiMiCOIDCIKAOZT, Pzopce.
•
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CHESAPEAKE, NM
-AN D-
Southustorlili.11.Co.
The Southern Trunk Line through the
VIRGINIAS
-TO-
Washington,
Baltimore and
Western Seaboard
Cities.
-TS% -
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-Aad All Points
Arkansas and
Texas
Through Reketa are sew ma Itaim Ca/I as ee
'Adman
B. P'. MITCHELL.
Gm' Pass. sad Thiel Airt. Louisville. Sy
TIME TABLE
-OF THE-
eitudat k liailirillo R. R. Co.
SOD= ISOCUD.
Mail Mixed.
Leaves Oweeshess 2:40 p, us. 6:00 a . M.
Leaves (metro' ity 4:16 p m. CYO a. m
Arrives at Russellville 6:30 p. I :IS p in
Leaved Ittmetillv Ole Mile a. m.p.
Arnett, at Adairville . 11E09 a. at
t7 p
Nt/STM SOUND.
Leaves Ailanvine  t1.31 a
J1 00 p ns.
Arrives at Ruasellefle  IS a. st.
14 lis p.
Leaves Riesseliville Lei a. as. ells a.
Cestral City 9 OS •. sm. 1.10 p
%mew at .;wiansboro 10.43a. us. 4.41p m
J T mekellee.oen. Man'gr. Louisville.
X. H. MANN riipt.
11.1.14 eoshoro. Ky
glIS YOUNG,
-DIALER IN-
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
listis, Mina Niel,
Hunting Outfits I
Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES!
Court Street. ers. Plantwa Sault.
Hopkinsville, - Kentacky.
ire beet the world for low
ere,. A haedewar and
r. oety Round Ph 3to-
srsee Album. V.. a Ise,
=.1we.......e_Lidea *ad. rheet, M pettes:i.1 Cabe.
'Lek lellsoasersZpat. AtilLea.
air" 1=tail padded Ake. red ales. se tenisi.,i
=•••01.011, retail. for Win. Illuorstsd circular
111 pear of Cstatiet and reed pietas..
Molf1Prist Pet .,r LBuwis
tellmainnesit sabia,
41
AGENTS
Hotel for Sale.
LEWIS HOUSE
AND FURNITURE.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky,
Near Depot.
Terms, part cash, balance on reasonable
time. Apply to
M. LEWIS, PROP.
Sal Hawkins &Co,
diospesoileRelfeelist the slay I•g public to their
Tonsorial Parlor!
All CUTTHIR.
NIA TING
CRAMPOODIO,
aaa-DYEIN41,
SOOTSLA C ICING aad
Hair Dressing
Done in the very Isest etym. Aasisied by B
Jou...sad I. H. Jones. All
rosette an& Skillful Barbers.
Deal forges the place.
th street adietaing Expresia0Mce
Livery and Feea
-STABLE,-
VITIATED BLOOD
Svcifulous, Inherited and Contagions
Humors Cured by Cuticura.
HE Ill tJEsf LITTLE BEE.
The Work That 14 Nee ...... to Proilume a
Pound of Honey.
"To show you how much work Is re-
quired to get a pound of honey, let me
Through the medium ot on• of you, ici.dis re , ell you that 41,000 bees will deposit
ceiveil ttielyt gh la r 1.•,,,„ig T .s ra), ilini.at•t. 1 about a p 'tint of hone.; in one flay, and'
Apollo, Pe., I became meiliviliCed with your 35000 o to different clov'er blooms have to
cutieura Remedies, ar..I teat, i his opportunity •"
tot stay to you iti.t their las. perinisod tly be riennia;eil to get iiut the swoets. re.ono
ourant ime of one of the taws of 10.. il marke 1 a a-ell-known bee-keeper tO •
poisoning, in eunneetio. with cry.. p las Lint I Chielt,.0 Mdif representatiye.
haves, er seen. mud ibis after ha% ing bed. pro- „ -. ,. _ . . . . .
nouzeeil tee. rail.. bv .omei.f the b.”4 ph)si. .1.3 ingeni.ity ot menkinit can devise •
Maas is oar ciiiiiii " I take ers..t pleasere is means of getting honey; we have to de-
forwarding toy ou this te•tireon•-i. uus Melted pzinit on the little bee for all the 7:),,neo,uto
as it ia by sou. in onle. that others suffering
from similar malaili s may be enemrs,,..,1%,,, pounole of honey 
and 2,000,000 pounds of
give 3ourCut cora Heine lies a trial wax y early produced M the 
United
Pa. 
4,.uvg,•i. A ik,11,,, II t.a.It eh.;
bee brings four substances into
wor
P WHIT -13tir.M. 1.3evideirg,
Referd se: Fa vs!: T. Witte,
Pa
SCROFULOUS ULCERS.
Itediarbssa. potion Howie, New
Ortean.,s n "'nth say• : • la 18:0-8e ohne, Ul
esrs lie..he out m insty until I wa. a mas.
of c vruptioa. re, yt g knows. tlie me,1
lest laeolty was tri .1 in v in. 1 I•r41.1.3 a
mere a rick At tie es con not Wt my hand.
to to) brad. could not turn in heel; was in cos-
tliest pain, awl looked uloin life a elver. No
relief or core iu Ito yea, s. In 1.061 I he tr.l of
the Cullettra R -writes, wiec inein, and was
pi eerily '
Swore to before 1'. S. Com. J 1) a
ONE OF THE WORST CASES
We has e been your': 41 vitro Rem.
dies fo • years, and have he Mat cumplaint yet
to receive from • purchaser Due or the viorOt
cameo et s.•refil a I ever assr as. coreo by .he
uss or o bottle* of l'ittieure Resolvent co
eura . Cutie-ra Soap. The .011.1 takes the
"case" lice.. a inecle•inal 'map
T 1.0 It A TAYLOR Drugg'•
Frankfort, Kan
SCROFULOUS, INHERITED,
And Contagion* Humors, with Loes of Hair.
asc Vnti.tions of he stain. are p tsigl vett: cured
by eittieurs mail Cutieui a 3..ap externally. and
Concur& Ite intecually, wheu ali other
Medicine.' fail.
• eve.y wt tee Price Cute-m.1.39e: p
23e; It -sot ent. It. Presotral by the Potter
Drug tinit Chemical Co . Motor. Mites.
fillr'Send -How to I ure 3kin sessea,"
61 pages. 30 liedrat ions, and I 0 lestimoviia le.
FeggiP 1E3. It aid. 
herds. eh pp•erand eee at.
Um prefect...4 by t miners Medics' -ow
UTERINE PAINS
.tnt1 instantiv relieved hy
the teig • nil P teo el% 1.
Perfect Antittoie I' .isiation
Wean1-•.4 is new. instantane
uos isod pain-killteg plaster 2Scta.
RIMED'S
Frau
REG
SPZ01210 FOR
BUSES
-gum
MD 'Antal auppesesod yrreirmear
refuse IsolPoseety am/ As
liffENSTR.IIATION or
.I.T.I.ONTHLY SICKNESS.
M taken staling the CHANTJE 01 LIM er,..44
mania( sod danger will be avoided. liff-aimd
kook itamema ro Woman," mailed fres.
limaerign asetruseva Co.. atemes.
STEEL, STEEL STEEL
'The C.:0.1
Oahu Stool Binder,
The Streeter-et
The Simplest,
The leseisieet Draft,
'the Simplest Knotter,
'the Mest Derehle.
M.o." of them cold than any other Hinder In
the 'Rate of heatuckV.
TH IS CELEBRATED
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
DEERING MOWERS
Hare DO K,ius!s.
We have • fun state on heed ot ail stadia. We
WILITAOL every wag .n to give pert. et aattstae •
non or rertino the !none . Buy your a agons
at Mane whwe the warrautee KONA
We now have in our empley as foreman f our
wagon and machine department. Mr. W.
liarliorr. of Harrodsburg He th ..... eghly un-
dersigned. repaii tug ill kinds meet itery awl
wagon+. de . e wish te call attention that
our faculties are such that we r-in repair your
separator* better awl for less money than an -
body e ow. tlen,1 'nein In early Du can if, the
work betere harveet
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Barbed Wire.
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Our stork us complete in all departnienti
ran he relied ou (wing low.
FOM BI10.
AGENTs '01:217ithig. tohueri ambtoisaer.felair finished corrugated
WITT LIMP.
Cam 1* P,1,1 4-Tory family. Give.
/wore liget than Illree.nli hoinpsbead sidele-Iliver rents law mean.
tertgawp and be ewavismied.inultiettite a large
household articles. wed for free
Illuatrated t".r. tilers to
FORSFItEkIleMAKIN.Cincirinali3O.
Hopkinsville,
T. " Smith, Pr°"'KY. Tutt's Pill
the hive and creates one substance there.
The honey is brought in in a little sae
start stor.3.I in ons of the cells of the
comb. If you'll notes you'll find the
e"114 slant a little hie so that the sweet
still will not spill till the cell in full and
can be sealed up. This law honey
has to .bs stirred and mixed with formic
ac'd, which the bees' jaws secrete, and
frequiently moved from tile cell to another
so as to hastm its evaporation and thick-
ening. Then there is Toilets-dust from the
11 iwers, which is need to feed the young
bee babies, and is also used for capping
over their cells. as it is porous to the air
and la much cheaper than wax. Then
poisons, or bee glue, is fetched from the
willow, poplar, cottonwood and balm.of.
gilend trees, and is used to cetnent cracks
and c.-evice about the hive. 1.11,t of all
water is brought into the hive to give
drink to the babies.
"But the precious substance is wax,
which is really not a wax, but a tallow--.
bee tallow. It costs twenty pounds of
honey and precious time to make one
pound of wax. The bees eat the honey,
and eben hang quietly in a cluster
waiting for the wax to form. It is se-
crete4 under little scales on the abdomen,
and is used imthesliately. This wax is
Lot made unless it is actually required,
and never as long as there are any vacant
combe. It is this desire to economize in
wax that Makes the te.e store It• honey iu
A  a x-sided c -Hs, for when one cell is but t
there ie one sole furnished for six new
"Beesn-ax can never b3 worked over by
the b,es, and the only way we can save
them any labor bit° melt the wax down,
roll it into sheOIS, and stamp it into shape
for the back wall of the comb, on which
they can start their own cells.
"Suppose we take the life of a bee from
the time the egg is laid. Along in March
the queen begins laying a few eggs in the
comb les tie colter of the hive. where it le
warmest. There will oftests141}\ve as many as
115,9./0,eggs laid before a sin e blossom &p-
i-ears. But the first skirmish s brin.; in a
little pollen from t he early blooms,and that
is mixed with eater and honey and partly
digested in the jaws of the older bees and
laid in the cell along with th3 eggs, s o
tbat the little larvre may have something
to eat as soon as they hatch out. On tee
third day they hatch and are awful
liutingry. The bees feed them until the
ninth pi- tenth day, when the lam-re has
grovvn so fast it almost fills the cell. It Is
thets sealed orer and what was a kind of
worm &tips its way out of the pell a per-
fect bee, about the twentieth day after et
has batched out of the egg. Then it pie:-
gIns to hustle for its grub. Now: here's #
strange thing. The brood cells are always
at the bottom of the hive, the honey is
stored above. In all my observation I
never sawa young bee crawl downward
when it came out. It always crawls up-
eard, as if it knew to a dead certainty
wh,re its food was to be found.
'All this time the queen is laying eggs,
and as the hudey gets more and more
plentiful she lays more and more eggs-
the more help the more how is her mot-
to, and in the height of the season she
lays her own weight in two or three days.
Along about June I, whets every thing is
bustle an excitement In the hive, some
queer400king cells, looking like peanut
bulls, appear. There are q •ns in them.
The family is getting se populous and
thrifty that it is about to diyisle, and
about nine days after the cells are sterted
and &bait the time they are completed,
half of the old queens and half ef the
bees depart. A little later, say from
three to five days, • young queen step,
out and takei possession of the hove, the
other bees attending to their Work. After
the third or fourth day after that she file s
out to meet the drone with a great deal
pf timidity, for she must not for-
get which is her hive when she returns.
ft she should get into the wrong hive she
all/0 tO La 'tilled. But. that episode in
her iite over she besens the monotonous
work of laying eggs."
"Suppose two or three queues or even
more should come out at once. What
would happen then?"
"Why, they would fight it out and the
best queeu rules the roost, unless the
Workers object to the queens killing each
other. Then they "ball around the queens
and protect them. This is not done from
any feeling of loyalty, but because they
think that there are enough bees left over
fr.,m the swarm which the old guava look
tO start a new swarm, and they protect.
the young queen from the blind rage of
Ler rival. When the matter is finally set-
tled all the queen cells not yet hatched are
destroyed. But there's*o use my trying
to tell you all the curious things steel/
bees In oue installment.
"It's a fascinating subject to me, ani
believe I could talk all day about it and
still have something new left by night
Cm& I'll say this at the wind.up: A bee
sting has no more effect on me than a
mosquito bite, and not as much. I often
let a bee sting me just to show how the
bee commits su:cide in the attempt to in-
jure another. Now, my brother nearly
;lies when a bee stings him. I've known
several persons to be stung to death by
bees. Ons bee-keeper was stung on the
temple and died in an hoar or so. Another
man I knew stooped to drink out of the
spout of a pump. It happened several
bees were in the spout getting water, and
they few out and stung him the roof of
the mouth. He died in a few minute.).
Tli,3 most painful place to be stung is
under the chin and on the neck- Twelve
bees stung me there once, and in an hour
al, pain was all gone, although it sag
evvollea a little. The next day even the
swelling sves gone."
rade Peter's Departure.
Peter Franklin. aged seventy years, has
caused a sensation in Pikeville, Tenn., by
kissing his wife and:child good-bve and
taking to the nymntains. Soon after he
disappeared an aged woman arrived in
the town and made inquiries for hint, say-
ing that she Was his wife and that he left
her about seven years ago at Strawberry
Phone. Franklin had received an intima-
ticm of her coming, and hurriedly left his
second wife, to whom he had been mar-
ried ten years. Years ago he used to
leave his second wife, who was a widow
of forty when be married her, and remain
absent a re eek at a time on business. It
is now koown that on these vacations he
•isited his first wife. ad Uncle Peter, as
be is familiarly called, has probably left
this time for good.
-411.
R. W. McClatigisrey, warden of the
Illinois 'tate prison, has declined to be-
come a candidate for governor.
,‘ DE
u0frig- ,ni CAL
'r-vpiscovERY
CURLER AI.I. isumtorzn,
from a eomne n or Criti tiote,
t., the worst Scrofula. Salt- elicit to,
" Fever - sores,'" Sealy or ilosegh
*Skin. abort, disease a caused by bud
fineet are i...gpiuere.I by this powerful, bert-
h-big, an.) iiiViirorating ine. Great
Ennui( Elrory reed's' el tint!,-1. its tiu.
rage iene• hius inanifistrd
its 'Keen. y et itriug 'letter.
Hone, Carbon/ler, Sore 1 3 Serof-
tattoos sores and Seuellinga, Hip-
loi tit Disease. Whitt'
Goitre, or Thick Neck, ono 1 :nlinirged
Glands. S. t. 1.•iits le stators, fur a
large treatise. w Ilti .1 1111 Fkill
Inwaseis. or the mine eibinint tor t Witt i,143
Serlori1101111 .1114 '1,1 14.
" THE 11E00 IS THE Liirc.”
I ria,..aorlaiv clenim.• it using Dr. Pierce'sGolden Medical D swo very. and gooddigestion, a fair akin, buoyant •plr.
I ts, and Ital strength, will be. stabilsiu
CONSUMPTION,
which a Scrofula of tke Lungs, M ar-
r.-mist mud urea thin remedy. if [idyll
fore t lo• hug stages the dieease aelii
Freon Its intirVelft444 glower over Mill fertility
fatal disease., when neat uttering that th,iv
celebrated remedy to tlic puddle, Dr. Pit:lite
thought twrioutily i.f calling It his "Coto-
sum ptIou Cure," hut abandoned that
mum, as too limited the a medicine whieh,
from its wtairicrful combination of tonic, or
strengthenivir. niter/dive, or blood-eiennuing,
mita-bilious, pet-bind, end nutritive pr,,per-
ties, le unequided. not only iis remody for
eoneumption, but for all Chronic Dia.
11 eases 
of the
Liver, Mood, and Lungs.
: If y‘m ftsT dun. drowsy. ftialitativi, lltlye
1 Sallow color of Akin, or 3 eilow telt-brown soots
1 on face iir Issly, tr. qui lit headache or dizzi-
I Min. had ratite la mouth, internal bent t,r
sod rams, name me masa seeowatems FOR TORPID LIVER• i and
! chills. alternating with hot Modua. low spirits
gh•omy foictsglings. I tri villa!' iipiwlite,
ail= baress. 'pedal sueoUsit gives to tarnish - I nod mated tongiie, 3 on are sulteritor from
vir se-fto hereto Sol vehicles Wall livery einem A torpid Deer deranges the w hole eye- i ludige.""'tism, and produces ' Liver, ..„.• - •*IFIllioutatseas." In many
Dy•pepala, mid Torpid
e. .1....... ow,. sto,t1.* imporimlb•••
Sick Headache,• rieni-ed As a rone-dy for ell such ewes, Dr. Fieree,a Golden Medical Dial
1 ,'14, 'PI on!)--,nirt id• those symptoms are exp.,
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Rheu- 1 etagret a.,i.inzeprait,,•1 . a, Plinths of
matism Sallow Skin and Piles. , 
flood, *bort'''. • of Hreath,tgfron.
9 chills, Astiaint , .severe cons s, mid
. kindred affections, it Is un eltietint len). iiy,_There lin ma better remedy for f he.e SOLD al' DIWOOPrra, nt $1.110, or six
Namur., Pills. as a trial will prove. Price, este
common dliseasee than Tiatr• 1.14 er , isisTirLEs,,ir:,.; hii s4aic...t.
I for Dr. Pierce's
 Clerk. Sold Everywhere. , no,s',V,-,`';'-'orpuinipti,,t). .; ildriesi,, Worker; Dlopeiteary Medical Asiett.
,  1 elation. tir,:i Main stroot, 111'FIA14), N. 1.
WIUMave It•sawd1e f Cannelton daily , I
0 Ze•g% Sunday. at 6 o'clock, a in,. makingeurs CALT HougEpiseansetimar with the 0..11- A N. X. S. 9
LpIPAIMMLIIsa a OA WIHIIVIIMP Dan.. reessn
The Light Draught liseaakee
Jr B. a 2•T 2C S 24'
J.,. TROMP9011
SP SASH.
Itesulutes. Ista -es CanasIton daily at ISf pileaday agespted, and oweaseoro at p.a.
arlalliar Tian Cain 
Leaver Svanevrille 9a. n. sharpLea vas Owsnabere 4p. la. sharp
mead WI es Sunday, bat nal
kif Owe§ by thasseware.
MUMS sr Ira ri.a, mimic
Dr. Sage'a CATA it It it itemerer ellrea he woret
taughn Greve Items.
V•1 LOIN &stove, Kx„ Jan. 28.-'the
cold weather will make feed very high
next spring!
'rho cold spell has stopped the farm-
ers from bentiog plant beds with us.
Mr. G. W. Shaw has bought all of the
good tobacco in tbis tieighborlicool.
The young folks had a regular dance
at Mr. Richard Talley 'n tile ight of the
24,11.
The Mt. Vernon correspondent gives
tie plenty of nesse in Isis letters.
Tie.
"A better article it is impossible to
get, sir; have tried them all send un-
hesitatingly pronounce Dr. libellee Cough
Sy nip superior to Rey." (
The old story .-Trivial symptom*
were neglected until rheumatism became
eetablielied, %%Ilene's all the suffering
could have been prevented by the prompt
use of Salvation 0;1. 25 cents.
•11.1.• 
Concord Notes.
Coecone, Kv., Feb. 1.-Mies Eva
Royalty, of your city, 18 Oohing rela-
tives in this neighlonliood.
The young lailiee of this vicinity con-
template giving a leap year party some-
time during the month et February.
M rd. Margaret Lacy gave a social par-
ty at her reeldence last Friday evening.
Among the ladies present were Misers
Cora Pringle, Icie Barrow, Minnie Coop-
er, Laura Devise Lula Davis, Eva Roy-
alty arid Emilia 1RKN•.
___ 
-saw.
Tlie Weaker Sex
are immenerly strengthened by the use
of Dr. R. V. leerce's "Favorite Pre-
ecription," which cures all female de-
r ingements, and gives tone to tile system.
Sold by druggists.
Bennettatewn Notes.
BENNICI rsvoss N, Jan. 30.-Died, Miss
Josephine Elliotte, youtigest danehter
of Mr. Monies Elevate at tlw residence
of her father, on the 26:11 inst., of ty-
phoid freer. Iler death is' a very 'tad
one indeed. She hod juetcompleted her
education 11,1111 was an accomplished and
beautittil girl, one who was admired by
all who knew her. We cruder to the
bereaved family oer kitiolest eympatily
in this their gtett+st earthly trial.
Mhos Mary Baugh, of Herndon. Is
quite sick with turaeles.
Mrs. Clifton 'Fliacker, of this place, is
quite sick. Louisa.
Now Is the 'lime
to use Hodges,' Sinseparilla with iodide
of retool', the great purifier for the
blood. A certaiu cure for rhetimetisin,
scrofteoue aff ctions, and alledieet MCP
pevuliar to females. Renovates and in-
vigorates the eyetem. rilaysicians le-
t:erne:mod it. Take 1111 other. je "'Atm.
Root Medicine Cu., Nalinfsettioers,
Nashville, Trutt. $1 per boetle• Fold
by ail druggiste.
Mt. Vernon
MT. VERNON, Jan.
ilkine, of your city,
sister, Mrs. C. '1'. Yanc
Miss Sydney Long,
neighborhood, fell and
recently.
Mr. Meacham, of your city, late
['loved to hie kria on the Greenville
read.
Miss Georgia Yancey, of Feirview, is
visting relative. in this vecinpy,
Rev. W. F. Perry will preach at Anti-
och Sunday.
Mr. Miles', of Logan tookeity. Will no)
work for Jas. D. Wilhite; tele year.
RACK KT.
Wv-A-NN. tlways have
Acker's Baby
Seedier at .hand. It is Coo only safe
medicine yet made that will remove all
infantile disorders. It contains no Opium
or Nareltine, but gives the child enteral
aahf from pais. Price 23 cent*. Bold by
II. B. lianiel, Ky
(reeky Fisk-bar:Joints.
J. 1'. Martio has returned front Ones-
ha.
Col. Tip McRae wa. Q. the station
Thursday, en route to Hopkinsville.
Jo. I.. Brasher left last week on a
business trip to Chattanooga.
Mrs. Irene Durrett, of Mopkinsville
visited relatives here last week.
Mr J. W. Kendall, returned to his
home in Guthrie lase week.
Dr. Anderson avid family left Mons
day for Poplar Bluff, No , %here they
vs ill reside in future.
Col. Joe D. Roberts was the guest of
Rev. W. L. Casky, Thursday.
Buck Berry, the negro boy who shot
himself eso seriously last Week, is slowly
improving.
Dr. Henry Forgy, from eouth Chrio-
time. is located at W. K. War tieldis' and
ss ill practice his professeion here.
T. L. Graliern is ellippirg some of his
gilt-edge butter to Atetiote, where lie
obtains 40 coots per pound.
Items.
28.-Miss Sue
viaiting her
ey.
of Cie A ittioelo
broke her arm
Mr. Gus Bradshaw is seriously at
lois residence. Every ore in the com-
munity loves "uncle Gus," and %ill re-
joice to hear of his rapid recovery.
Three more eadial Of LOS Angelos fe-
ver here. and we may repeat to hear of
a western migration ere the ideas of
March.
Among the falls during the N lett
storm were Cul Lee Watson, Hart Bro-
naugh, Dr. Harris, Dr. Anderson mid
"the colonel." Nobody hurt much, but
"what a fall Was there, my coutitry-
men."
The pay car frightened Deacon Lov-
ing's wheelbarrow Monday, anti caused
his vehicle to run off the high till :loft!)
of the depot carryleg the deacon with
it and forming a promlactioua heap of
wheels, spokes, u giothes and a badly
scared darkey the ditch ise the bottom
of the hill. OLD Mermaaseee.
-
Jim Baker k Sada Arthur Got 1 heir
Hooey.
The 'times recently mentioned the fact
that Jim Raker and Sam McArthur had
drawn $15,01X) in The Louisiana State
Lottery. Last Thursday the money
was received through the Missoula
Nat'l Bank, and turned over to the lucky
holders of the ticke'. Three or four
other minor prizes were secured by
Missoula parties at the last dress hog.
Another truth of the capital prie! of
$1.50 000 w as draw ti by William Poad
of the town ot Anaconda, the adjoin-
ing county of Deer Lodge, enti was
collected through the Omaha stional
Beek of Omaha, •Nebraska..-Miesoula
(Mont.) Timea, Dee. 7.
wt.- -
Harper Pickens, for more than forty
years the colored body servant of Gov.
Pickene, of South Carolina, died on
Wednesday, aged 90 years. When the
governor Was Illitllifter tO Russia, Harper
had the entire management of his
ter's plantation.
T 1. N. C.
Don't suffer any longer, but use Tso -
ner'a Infallible Neuralgia Cure, e
only infallible cure on earth for all
forms of neurisigia and nereoue head-
ache. Rename Root Medicine Co.,
Manufacturers, Nashville, Tenn. 50
cents per box. Sold by all druggists.
es --
The cocoanut groves or "walks,- as
they are called on Cocoanut Straed, a
narrow strip between Biscayne Bay
and the ocran, contain 200,000 trees,
most of which were plented irk 1S83-4,
and many of which are now fifteen feet
high.
-.ID. • .1111m-
„ would enjoy your dinner
‘,N° "' and are prevented by Pys-
pepsia, use Acker's Dyspepsia Tablets.
They are a positive cure for Dyspepsia, In-
digestion, Flatulency and Constipation.
e guarantee them. 23 and 50 cents.
II. B Gerteree Hopkinsvele, K
eels.-
Capt. Won. Shaw, a native of Tennee-
see, died at Howell Prairie, Ore., aged
ninety-two years.
Crofton Itotal•
Ctiorrott, K y., Jan. 19.-Col. J 1).
ForresLer, senior vice-constuantler. G.
A. R., Louieville, was itere on business
Friday.
R. F. Johneon and Gus Clark, White
Plains, were here Fridley.
Weblwr Davie probably performed the
longest slide on revorti during the icy
spell. He lost Iiis foothog on the top of
an Menne and etarting dowel it tie found
nothing to impede full progress until he
arrived at the bottom, sliding 300 feet.
lie had ample time during the glide to
gather a sufficient force.et letiguage
exprest hie feelings when he steoppee.
Dock and Ridley Barnes have *old
their farm near here to lire Lenier, and
listafrvre. bought the farm of John D. Le-
Julliall Hord anti Polk C miler, your
city, were here Friday.
Dave Grace received si letter 3 eater-
day announcing the death tot his 'laugh-
ar, Mrs. Grubbs, at Paducah, which
occurred Friday. This is two daughter.
eho have died withiu a week. The
g.eateet mpatity is expressed tor the
father and hie &filleted wife their un-
fortunate bereaventelit.
Jesee Cstition, a freight conductor
who was crippled tilson a train between
Popular Bluff and St. Louie, j shied Isis
wife here Friday. His condition lo con-
eiderably improved.
Mr. Decker, repreeenting the Louis-
ville COIL Inertial, was Isere Thursday
aed appointed W. II. Martin the agent
at title polet.
The executive committee of the state
cosivention of Universallets suet here for
a business meeting last Friday.
M iss Georgia Hunter went to Prince-
ton to visit relatives hiet week.
James Cloutier died near Coneolation
lest night. He was about seventy-five
years ob. and reeitied where lie died
tor mail years, being one of the 01.1
land marks of that tiection. Kind, hon-
est and neighborly hie ,nrighbers and
friends is ill feel their loss.
Mrs Teague, wife of Walter Teagite,
died yesterday, era.- Mamoington, oi
s.
Prof. Pannell having resigueil as one
tof the faculty of Croftou Academy, Prot.
Sherrie's' Rogers lima heen employes' and
will take charge of the academic depart-
C storree K , J 24
Meet ill tlie morning.
nod i-e leontoie McLeod, Earlisig-
tem, a-e visithog relatives here (hie
weo k.
Capt. John Hamby, of Deweon, and
Tone and Jerry %Mr, from Coloorado,
came up this week to visit the families.
ol A. B. and W. B. leing The Miller
broths re intend stopping in Kentucky
until epeeng.
Dr. P..1 Hai ey, of A well
known this section, bas gone to Cele
tone* proves:rug,
Uri Audereon, wile uf Cole Alle!er-
son, at Empire, died yesterday.
Mies Ciseeeie Grace, the lifteen-)te-r-
old daughter of Devid C. Grace, S:uart
prise-Met, died Monday of piteumoseia
fever.
Eleven new ant-lents m etritedated at
Crofton acetic-my this week.
The spiels! column of the weather 111/1y
be dialucated, but when yoti see a man-
we 'lever see a .wourati-spewing around
up in the air with Ids feet while lie
sLeadles hieeself with 1114 nose on the ice
that 'leather Is getting in its work in a
livelier manner than the usual animal
with a broken haehbone does.
*Ain fhtvie, *teen precinct, le, not ex-
peoted hi live eut s few thiye.
A. B.
('Itorron, Kr., Jan. 31st, 11538 -A
telegram was received here yester-
day by Mrs. Het Johnson announcing
the death at Evansville of Mrs Ben
Sansour The deceased was a daughter
of Webber Julineon, (korai:fel, and has
aeveral brothers and sisters living hi
tide county.
Redding Long went to le erlingtou
Sunday in answer to a summons that
his son, G J. Long, had isle hand hall)
mashed couplieg cars. I learn that the
wounded nese was carried to EVIiI16-
yille and lila haul aniptiteted, and teat
lie was doing finely.
'tom Dunn has the measles in our
town and there are fears that the dis-
raise may becomes epidemic, but every
precaution w ill lie teken' to preveut its
811reatiling
Volney Meacham left here yesterday
Ion 'troy, Ohio, whese lie intends re-
maiiiing for sortie teem,
Misses Nur.' anti J ulia Loug wrist to.
Hanley Strident yuoterdsy to visit rela-
tives.
Rev. D. W. G elloway, a prominent
ruerchaet al. White Plaitos, was here oil
licednees*yesterolay.
Misswe Alice May Bewling and Eva
McCord weed iiiirolled at Crofton Acad-
emy thie wsek. Lb), owl. is efjoy hie
an educationist balm j 1st now. Croftm,
Aeadeiny luss' vier sixty pupils aed
Prof. Davis' soliool at tile public echo&
house over twenty.
Laxedor is the result of years of obsere
Yokels and experience. It is now rec-
ousniendeel by leading pity sheens for
coetivenees Mod ifeligestion•
"Baby is king" all the world over.
Ali Its ride eliOuld be as quiet as el -
foil not to provide it with Dr. Bull's
Baby Syrup for all the ailment.) incidep.
eueditien, It is X safe remedy.
--esessesewor---
News From Pos.
Poe, Kr., Jan. 31.-'4'Ise qiiestioe
which now agitates the minds of our
people is who is most suitable for mag-
iotrates of our tiew district. Several
have been named, among them E 31.
Barnes, W. II. King, Dottie! Foster, J.
II. West, Jetties yntierwood,
Robineou, t ool., and others.
It is said that oue (twistable, .1 .1
Allen, will be a candidate for sheriff at
the next election.
Dr. Howard ham located near here at
the Geo. Hord phew, and offers his pro-
fessional service.).
Mica Lou West is vieiting friends in
Hopkins county this week.
Miss Matia Clark is %dieting eked'. in
Madieonville this week.
One of our most wortliy young men,
Euisly Crabtree, lire lett Us Lo make
Hopkineville his future home.
One of our most industrious young
men will, it 18 said, take mitts
wife soon.
New Bsrreis Spring church has
clioren Elder .1. le. Spurlin a• pastor for
the fleet year Services the third Sun-
dIBY Ogee-10 before in each ..... title
Farmers talk of 'sleeting a -Iiirste crop
of tobacco Oils year.
HY T W•Y.
•411.
the children. They arc es-
V!ei‘Vet pecially liable to sudden
Colds, Coughs, Croup, Whooping Cough,
etc. We gaarantue Arker's English
Remedy a positive cure. It saves
hours of anxious watching. Bold by
B. GARNER. Hetes iiesville, Ky.
--sae
Sarah Bernhardt proposes to be the
greatest mother-in-law on record. "I
eloall put into the part all my heart, all
my art," say. she. Her present.' to the
daughter-hi-law began with a Malmo's('
toe klace for 60,000 frame arid ran all tloto
way down to a (sir boa.
- 
- ---
Read the testinemials of the many
who have used Ls-en -pi-a, and %mild
not now nee see thing elan -
John Reed and Semite) Chinch, of
Oak liarbor, 0., says Massoolln Is the
only medicisie that ever did them any
good.
The virtue of Pe-rti-na is shown in
the fact that it is equally efficacione in
all forme of diseame.
W. A. Long, the Steiffietiville, 0 ,
druggist, says his customers think there
is. nothing like re-ru-na.
what is this Disease that Is Coming
Upon Us ?
Like a thief at night it steals
in upon us unawares. The pa-
tients have pains about the
and sides, stild
the back. They feel dull
it'd sleepy; the mouth has
biste, especially in the
miming. A soi t of sticky
•ollects about the teeth. TIat!
•ppetite is poor. Them is a
,Aing like a heavy loa.1 on the
totnach ; somet i1111-14 it fault, all
one sett•tion lit the pit of the
tomaeli w hall foisl d.,es not
atisfy. The eyes are smiketi,
lie hands and feet become ...old
lid clammy. After a while a
(nigh sets in, at first drv,' hut
ifter a few Tisdale( it is ay hal-
• 1 with a gr....iiish-e..10. x-
iectorati,in. The yeti.
:red all the w hil.., ano 'deep
:oes not Stn•lIl In ttfftwrli *lay
,
est, After a time lie I sees Mee.
IttleVOile, ierltftlolt• ate I gliar1111',
11111 has i•vil forebodings. There
3 a giil !Mess, a tort of whirl-
iig sens.ition in the betel w hen
l',4ijlxig•couli:1:11c(obs11t.ivile)..; tITiehtklins.
11-y and hot at times; the Mood
,ecomes thick and stagnant;
!le whites of the eyes heeome
;aged w ith yellow; the urine
s scanty and high voluted, de-
wolfing a sediment. after stand-
lig. 'There is frequently a
pitting up of the food, some-
.iines with a sour taste and
iometimes with a sweetish
este; this is frequently at-
ended with palpitation of the
:heart; fire vision becomes int-
mired, With spots before the
.yes; there is a feeling of great
orostration and weakness. All
of these symptoms are in turn
iresent. It is thought that
'early one-third of our popu-
iation has this disease in some
of its varied forms.
It has been found that phy-
;:cian.i have mistaken the cause
of this ' disease. Some have
treated it for4 liver complaint,
others fur kidley disease, etc.,
etc., but nolie of these kinds of
treatment have•-beeu attended
with Stletts..)3; foy ft is really
constipation and ds ..psia. ItJe
is also fofflid that,'•$ aker Ex-
tract of titifilS, fer . 6ther Sei-
gel's Curative Syrup, when
properly prepared wal remove
this disea.se in • till Its stages.
Care musit be taken, however,
to secure the genuine article.
IT WILL BELL BETTER THAN
corms.
Mr. John C. IIemptinstall,
of Chulatirmee, Cleburn Co.,
...kla., wri:tef:;. '1,,‘.M.y wife has
been so ,trinq? beneftted by
Shake!: Isx0:arl f Itoots or
Seigetl'w $irip 04t t4iie says
she would ratileF 1„.. withont
part of her filsal than w:thout
the medicine, It has done her
more gw.1 t hap the iliketors and
all othet nic 'wines ion to.c:.ether.
I wOuld ri le. twenty miles to
get it into the hands qf any suf-
ferer if lie can get it in 'mother
twhaisy.SItiliEtli iI"itv. et te4tr wtlilalr (Zit stoen.1 1 in
Ti4.smtoxy Feoit Tio(Aa.
Mrs, &H. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Cu., llo., writes that
she had been bong faked with
dyspepsia and disease of the
urinary ore-ans and was cured
by Shak,,r- Extract of Roots.
Rev- ;-.'4. maiiiiiv; Inereliant,
of the same place, whq gold
Mes. liarton the medicine, says
lie lia,4 p.014 it . for full/. .yPal
and never kiiew it to fail,.
I 6\ %It lii.1-1A Si t4./1';":' ITt 1 1 ".d; Aypn pep?
sin that there waa not a idly,
sician to be found who could
do anything with me, I had
fl_ikttering of the heart and
sWiniming of the head, One
day I read your pamphlet (Idled
\"%L'Illifl'eh Adti:s':°.:.71•ed14enikSy'."(1k4lise.ases'"
better tlyi I t?itlil elyself. I
tried tie: kl;;14 .4- Extriiet of
Roots arid kivt on IVith it niittl
to-day 1 ;I:joiep iii good health,
Mrs, M.- E. Ti;041,y, 1-ievieri
Muldenburg re, tiy,
For sale by all I )ruggists, of
address the proprietor A. J.
White, Limited, 54 iS'arreu
St.; New York!,
ctolit K.
is---
Wortb Kooning.
Mr. W. II. Morgan, merchant, Lake
City, Fla., was takea with a severer
attended with a dietressing cough
mod running into consumption in its
first stages. lie tried ninny eo-called
porular tootigh remedies and /steadily
grew worse. Was reduced in flesh, had
difficulty in breathing and was unable
to sleep. Finally tried Dr. King's New
Discovery for Coneureption and tumid
immediate relief, and after using about
a half oleze bottles found himself well
and has had no return of the diseskee.
No other remedy can sitew so grand a
record of cures, as Dr. Kinges New Dis-
covery for Consumption guaranteed to
do just what is claimed for it. Harry
B. Garner's City Pharmacy.
els
Bluff Spe!tigr Items.
SPRING, Kv., Jake 31.-Miss
Nettie MeKenney Is very sick with the
typhoie fever.
The measles is preveiling to an alarm-
ing extent in this vicinity.
John W. Hendereon has rented out his
farm, and %sill tievote this year with
Frank Petty, loinithig Joel trappitig.
Wiiliani Minter has made arrange-
menta to take an interest the Wiley
Robinson old farm.
Tell the laillee of Hopkinsville If they
can't select mie from.the deecriptive list
published in tiw ep4, erfa1r (1°W4 this
way, Bill Minter is yet on the carpet.
Parker Pendleton has devoted all the
time since last September in trapiling
on the Blue Lick furk Pondriver,with
good succeaa uatehing euch ter mill•
male as otters, racuoenes, minks, etc., hut
last Thuraday Inurnieg he found in one
of hie traps a peculiar varmint about the
sizt of a half-grown motion, white and
black spotted, with a large bushy tail,
email eyes and eare arid sellouts pointed
noose. As soon as he f ounti it lie
patched a runner tor ilerrieue Weet,
Rob Jorolaio, Marion Merge!' and Lewis
They, after exetnination, pro-
nounced it the cutest animal they had
ever seen, and a stranger to the country.
Morgen propoted to kill it 80 as not to
injure the hide. Thee !V&A (1011e and
West, beteg tut eepert, eldefied it and
stuffed the skit) nieely that it looks ao
if it was alive. Mr. toes. Ayers, *gent
for the Clot-Mese exposition, came last
Saturday and bought it at hie ON re-
peliee, and took it house eitit him, where
it can be seen until he expressee it to the
manager of the expossitIon. 1 have no
doubt it will be sole of the attractions
there.
BOOTH AND BARRETT.
1 .1 Graphic BescrIptioa by "Billy Bat-
ten" tof a Trip te Nashville.
F•litvisw, KY., Feb. 1.-Not long
&how, • merry little flatly of' our Fair-
view girls mid boy A tiedideol to lay aslee
"1 tut erial e near." and take up the nuore
douse as • se lurid room. Sad tu relate,
as the tisue threw 'war, our boys were
one was stothirely railed to Itopkisos-
t e it 
i.ii,terrothig study. of Sheitesprare, with
ville; stioother had a severe attack of
immensely ',seeder in other directions.
Edwin Bemis fer a teacher and Ow N'eti-
ist a hich kept hint cohlined
one a lisle teitiriiitig; upon • third, was
i ail mid the Illgu la slut; cl assisting a
I patiet t In Ill il. is werld to the next
1 ilact.I1), tbe three loft were the very
I nicest reet,It• i tar town could have at-I
forded. Am! • "jollier" crowd than
that of 'per live girls, three bosis and
three tempest/hes, could not have been
!timid. ie.! y 011 nett] not be teLikilig,
Mr. Suopicion, three ehaperones are loot
nem) ; tor that matter, we would not
hese needed owe as • slower party is
eel& to ettia. I can give an apt illus-
tration. %%leen we left the M•xwell for
indite we ware almosst too late toe break-
fate and miserti tour "bus" altogether.
W lore at last, through noted anti slush,
lig" leas lied the depot for the 7:1u train,
1 we totted the tient to be 7 .A1. As luckvitesid have it, there were a few pre-teems
i in Nashville- •lower than we. 'rite train
came, Ill I I.e el.ott st at e of forty min-
utes; we got on, aed here we are. Belt
hold on, I have us here at home before
we reached Nashville, 60 I guess 1 had
better start again. '1'lle mousing of our
departure w•• levely l Above hung low
watery cloud's, it hile below was a mix-
ture of mud, water and ice, which had
rather a Dad e ffect on our foul mules, as
they seemed to be frequently sitzed with
a sudden desire to sit down tor • rest
on every particularly large piece of ice
they found. Aud as they all wanted •
seat on the same piece, it was a little in-
convenleet. A gentle mitt was falling
which saturated our *Larch and dignity,
lea% itig both useless. When croeshig
the bridge near Pembroke, one of the
melee, not even srying "by your leave,"
quielly stepped elf for a driek of water.
Most uelortionately the hareems wae
strong and one of our chaperone s i whose
weight dors not, I believe, exceed two
hundred and seventy) on the opposite
side of the wagon, so he didn't get it,
but hung in a 80nieWlilit UneOinfortahle
position bet% tell earth and eky. 'the
gentlemen, being aseisted in some de-
gree by the vocal powe.s of the ladies,
succeeded in placing our errant -Ga-
briel" again on terra firma-or rather,
terra softer-wiwn we proceeded with-
out turther inconvenience to Pembroke,
where we spent a delightful evening iu
the elegant nception room of Mr. Owen
Smith. Nothing iniportant occurred on
our journey t xeept we came near being
precipitated into the gorge which lies
below "Ridgetop." The train ironed
to be trenibil lig on the brink or the prec-
ipice. We thought "to be, or not to
be," certainly was the question then.
About that time a mail yoke suggested
that some one hold the train doe 11. We
thought if it were held tip, we would be
satietied. Tloe chaperones were on the
upper meet side of the train, so no un-
essieess was felt, but that was all tikat
saved us. We were very popular after
this small service, so nitwit so that we
were even annoyed by the attempts of a
crowd of Clarksville college boys to
make our acquaintasice. With some
trouble we ieecured rooms at the Mae-
well, °tie qn the arst emir and two
rather bleier up. That n ight tee
Campbellites were put on the first floor
(near the eater tank) and the Rapiete
above where, from thp Mae and height
o„fhtelisde rood ietes, irtowina:iisiunpiopnosswedith eyoiceoaulid.
gels." Of course this was quite please
ant for them until they wished to turn
over, when all were under the necesaity
of "piling out" on the floor and getting
in on the other side. The next day we
took in the capitol, museum, peniten-
tiary Red Vanderbilt, where we met
our frieud Mr. Reno Downer, who is
educating himself there. At the peni-
tentiary we felt very much honored at
making the au quaintance of some of its
noted inmates. We were assured if we
ever returned to board we should be
well fed and released in twenty days.
It is said the place is almost as popular
as the Maxwell, twenty lioarders having
been regietered that evening. After
visiting a few of the largest music, cloth-
ing and jewelry sistahlisolinienta ill the
city, we decided wp bed etesken in"
about as much of that kind of food as we
eould digest at one time, ED tried a
change of diet and weut eo dinner. But
wait a winute, I've left out Nemething.
Theoldest gentler:nail in our party, hav-
ing bre!, the night before given over to
the tender mercies of "the boys" war
found quite ill, lie being thus quietly
dispoaed of, to aid the plane of a certein
struck couple who did not care for too
flinch watching. That night we saw
Booth and Barrett in "Hamlet." The
acting was superb, and beyond the
power of pencil to portrey. Booth's
grace, perfect ecuitrul of feeture and
and voice, rendered the play inteneely
faseinathig and Mien-sting. On the morn
ofour retool a geiltle silo .ver fell, bet
as we swept near tite boundry line est
Tenneetwe the clouds vanished as if by
magic. The sun awoke and shot "gold-
en arrows" into Ole myriads of dianionde
which the Rain-god had flung alike
over frowning tisountaiti and limiting
vale. On one aide, down, down, dim-
med by distasece, downward lay wood-
land slopes, while on the other hand,
'nierged in ethereal blue, were ledges
of rock, front whiese rugged ridges,
epringecintilating caecades chained Mt°
silence, and icicles bung like the hoary
beard of winter himself. Our luxurouo
yeti-lege (with the addition of a movers
(toyer) awaited us,we reacheJ home with
no irijury except to our pride, which %sae
much tmitilated by our being mieLaken
for "East Tentweere" tuovere. If any
of our friends start on a similar trip
Under Hite ciredeietalices, 1 will say but
this, in worthiest Our renowped "Rill"
Shakespeare, "May I be there CO see !"
BILLg BurT.Ja .
let that cold or. yins6 run mi. you
thirik it is a light thing. Rut it may
ritto into catarrh. Or into pneumonia,
Or consumption.
Catarrh is disgusting. rioeuntonia
Is dangerous. conotiniption la death
The breathing apparattio must be kept
ealtiky and clear of all obetructions
and offenolve matter. Otherwise there
is trouble alimel.
All the diseases of three parts, head,
rose, throat, bronchial tubes and lungs,
can be delightlully and entirely Cured
y the use of Roecitee'e German Syrtie.
If you don't kloow (Isis already, thou:
seeds ef people tee tell you. 'they
have been curet! ey 4t, aed "know how
it la, themselves." ifottle only Fit cerits.
Ask key druggist.
In response to the Sultan's propose
slim to Messrs. Gould and Vanderbilt
for new railways in Turkey, the Ameri-
can potentates respectfully indictor that
they prefer to confine their operations to
a country where they can water all their
securities theniselvec
Resew* Her 1 oath.
Mrs. l'Inobe Chreley, retereon, Clay
Co., Iowa, tells the following remarks-
51e etory, the truth of which is vouched
for by the resident's of the town : "I
ain 73 years old, have been troubled with
kidney complaint and lameness's for
many years; eMild not dress myself
without help. Now 1 ant free from all
pain and soreness, and sem able to do all
nay own lioneework. I owe my thanks
to Electric Bitters tor having renewed
my youth, and removed completely all
disease and pain." Try a bottle, 50c
anti $1, at Harry B Garner'e City Phar-
macy.
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The Tamest awl Largeet Hotel in the city.
$500 REWARD
Is offered by the proprietors
In-,Satre's 'atarrii lie/Indy
for a came of catarrh which
they nunnot cure. If en
tome a discharge fr, the
nose, offensive or otherwitie. purtial lose of
Ratite 1540 o a g .00 Per Day, I iti,,mr;;Ir.l.w.tasforcA'Inorbetil"d'a.ri.l:'W.; C‘alta"irh.1.1114•Ptai
•ecording to Rooms sande id mime terminiate In consumption.
Turitith and Russian Baths In Hotel. 
COSCIS of catarrls,_*,Cold in the Head,"
Sad Catarrhal Headache. 50 cents.
_
Hews From Lafayette.
Isal•YETTg, KT., Jan. 30 -On
Wedneaday 25th, Mr. John C. Foster
departed this life. Mr. Foster was a
member of the Methodiat church and a
true Christian gentleman. He has been
a sufferer for some time from consump-
tion. He leaves a wife, three children
and maey dear friends te mourn Ma
ea jrItywelpeluiiiiitier;
the beautiful -daughter ot
Mr. and Mrs. 'floe. Elliott, died the
26th, after all illness of six weeks of
typhoid fever. Joeie was known as
Otte Of Lafayette.' brighteet and most
fascinating young ladies. She joined
the methodist church %vilest she w_s
quite young and remained a true Chris
Dan up till the,tiene of her death. Her
mother stud tester are very low with the
saute dittealse. The family have the
sympathy orthe community in their
sad bereavement.
Mr. R. E. Cooper, of your oity, and
Mrs. T. R. Hancock, of Clarksville, at-
tended the burial of their kinsman, Mr.
F°811ter.r, Will Hayes, of Denison, Tex ,
virited relatives here thin week.
W. 1. Frasier, of Clarksville, was
Isere yesterday.
M he Catherine Witty a ill leave next
week for Castietoil, led.
Miss Emma Tuck and sister Mrs
Herschel Smith, who have been very low
bwoialeth t.ypi:old fever, are insproving.
Denver alter &pending some time at
Miss Attila Rogers has returned to
Miae Hallye Rives is •iaiting relatives
at Dover, Tense N. 11.
-me e
E. 0. P.
Don't waste time and money and un-
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian Pile Ointment will af-
ford Mauro relief and certain. cure in
every case of blind, bleeding, itching,
internal and external piles. Mangum
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturers,
Nashville, Tem!. 50 cente and $1 per
bottle. Sold by all druggiete.
Pea Items.
l'ON, KY , .lan. 31.-Miseniingle, the
worthy correspondent of Fruit Hill, was
vielting the family of Dr. Howard yes-
terday evening.
Mr. John White was the guest of N.
0. Foeter Friday night.
Mr. Lane Hord, of Fruit 11111, after
havieg typhoid fever, Is ons:e more able
to sit up. lie has been eke tor two
mooths.
Mrs. Emma Grace, of Fruit Hill, is
vele, low with typhoid fever.
Mr. James Kipp, of Pon. hsui his
store in full blast.
Mrs. Marlon Davis, of Pori, has about
recovered froni an attack of neuralgia.
Died, at her uncle'e, I. R. Davis, near
New Barren Spring church, Mies Dora
Kelley, of consumption, in the nine-
teenth year of her age. She leaves a fa-
ther, one sister aed it brother.
B. M. B.
Advice to CoasamptIVIN.
On the appearance of the first symp-
toms-as general debility, loss of appe-
tite, pallor, chilly seesatione, followed
by night-secant arid cough-prompt
measures for relief should be taken.
Consumption is scrofulous disease of the
lungs ;-therefore use tbe great antl-
scrofula, or blood-purifier and strength-
reetorer,-Dr. Pierce's "Golden Medi-
cal disrovery." Superior 'to cod liver
oil as a nutritive, and unsurpassed as a
pectoral. For weak hinge, spitting of
hlood, acid kindred &Petit:me, it has no
equal. Mold by druggiets the world over.
Von Dr. Pierce's treatise on consump-
tion, send 10 cents in stamps to World's
Dispensary Medical Association, 663
Main Street, Buffalo, N. V.
The total number of *tittle! fires in ;
Philadelphia during the past year was I
1,027, averaging a loss of $1,260 each, as
against an average of $2,400. The in-
surance companies are, of csourse, elated
at the decrease.
Attention R. R.. L
For sprains, bruises, rioeumatiern,
cramps, inflammation, swelling, cuts,
burns, etc., in man, and splint, ring-
bone, windgall, epizootic, scratehes,
etc., in horse., Rsngton Root Liniment
is a sure cure. 'file "King of Lini-
ments" is the unieersal verdict. Sever
fai!s to cure any ailment that can be
readied by an ekterted rpedical applica-
tion. 50 eents per bottle. For gale by
all druggiet.
The employes of the Richmond et Dan-
ville railroad at Columbia, e. C., have
formed a mutual aid aseociation, with a
membership of 100.
•
The more faithfully a girl keeps a dia-
ry the more religiously- ette w•nte to
keep it out of the way of everybody else
in the neighborhood.
AKIO°
POWDER
Absolutely Pure:
This powder never varies. A m arvel Of pate-
r, Unearth awl w holeannieness More ettniteti.
leitt,ttrad them-lottery 510.4; and rse'poi petrina
Piatipelltiull Mite the 'imitator ut uss telt.
short weight alum or photipeate poefdlies• Said
ova, fa caw. •L tattle Poetise Co • lel
Wall Street, N. Y.
WM ROOT
INIMENTcum snimms,BRuiusAnumATiss
soRE:TsfoKt 5PAYit4 SPLINT. RIK6BONt
EPI7007 IC. Let. 50“3111 FIN LI
GES
CURES 10{1.0SATIS r‘ SCROFULA' Alt elselkSE3
cf THE BLOOD.
Wu. BOTTLE
e_ • 6 roik $5 •
ONIC' XIA't ‘S31_
• ct \K
CURES Ale FORM ee ALURAtelAxPERTIOLES
HEADACHE. 50 crs PLK nex•
5 ot.0 EVERYWHERE-
1"1°%/13;tir KO a MO.
ktICSUI XASIPalaTEXN.
FOR 13.% LE, EY ALL DRULDISTS
MAN-A-LIN
This remedy Is universally seksowi
lobs the beet midmost positive
&tor of the Lhasa asereis know
rasa.
Ibreabatiaas.
segue, Offensive 1101111
w Complesdea all agg
c wawa Wbra-a-lia used.
• lood.orirreeta derampld
ringing back, hale body. mew
hem perception and endows
t with new Me ar.i'd vigor. Ilia
t Wis. and those who have trios
supremely happy.
ittrin se, Onto, Oct. 12, 11ML
Dr. P. R. Hartman & Ga.-Gentlemen:
'trod bless you for Man-a-lin; it has do
e more good for Derfarrtwta than 'di...lbIls I have ever taken. It has mem)
y liver, built up my system, and m
o tar sacks-It-work."
J. M . USON.
In the year MIDI waa so had that I
reely walk. I used Man-a-lin, and
as healthy as I have ever been.
JOSF.PIC THOMAS, East Brady Pa.
Bold by ail d and deniers. 61
r bottle, 6 for • 'Head for Dr. Bart
au's book, "The Ills of Later seat free
DR. B. B. HARTMAN 00. Coldedula 0
etai
Pe-ru-na, -44-lin awl La-en -pa are sold
at Wholesale and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, HopkinsvIlle, Ky.
•
.S•L•
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000.
We do hereby certify that we supervise the
•rrsagensimite tor all tbe Monthly sad Quer-
terlyl• Drawings of tbe Louisiana State Lot.
Wry compels', and im person manage sad cos-
trol the bra w ego Hummel ves, and that themagee
are conducted with honesty. fan-nese, and In
good faith toward all parties. awl we authorise
Use Compsay to wee this certificate, with taw
alai les of our signature. atteelswi„ l• adVer.
Usementa."
Ceases iselen•rs.
We the undersigned Banks awl Seekers will
pay all Prize', .11P•wn in the Louisiana State
Lotteries which may be presented at our coun-
ters
.1. H. OGLENIST,
Pres. Louisiana Natiewal Rank.
r. LANAI X,
Pres. State National Wank.
A.1111ALDWINI.
Pros. New Orleans' National Rank.
CARL ROHN.
Pres. talon National tank.
WIPIIIRCEORPITE10 ATTIIIICTION1
w over Half a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COIIP'Y
I ncorpor &Led in 11015 for 36 years by the Legis-
lature for Educational amid Charitable purposes
with a capital of $1,000,000-to hick • rafter*
tumid of over SWAN hr since been added.
By SD overathelmiag popular vote ILa tram-
ebb', waa made a part of the protest State Coe.
stitution adopted December Sd, A D. IW1.
Tbe only Lottery ever voted on aed tadorsed
by the people of any State.
If newer scale. or pOStp0aal.
Its Grand Single Number Draw.
Inge take place monthly. and the grand Quar-
terly Drawings regularly every three moat".
(March. June eeptealher find Dert MIRO
A splendid opportaaity to win a fortes.. MA,
Grand Drawing, Class It, m the Academy of
Mimic. New Origami, Tuesday, 111It ID. "ID,
1188-213th Monthly Drawing
cgiT4 soo.00p.
gereestiee--Tickess are l'en _Droners ploy.
- 11'111") P. Toll, ff. rerl's: il •
use or rate's.
1 Capital Prize of CS0,000  IMAM
1 Grand " of IRMO  re.
1 " " of 1111.1111 
I Large Prizes of ISMS 
1 ' •• of ENO  .r.'es,sso
So Prizes of 1.000 . -. Mud
ie " WOW
100 " MO   SU 000
SOO " 200  40.000
600 " 100 .... SuJAO
APPROXIMATION rams 
WO A ppr-ixi mat ioa Prized of me Home
l;so do do 300 10.0•0
100 do do um 10,400
1000 Terminal do SO 40400
1,I;q prizes amounting to 114110611
Application for rates io elute. should lai midst
only to ttieiratee alb. tpottiptany la V ?sr or,
lea na. s -
tut iodise.. Nos) heirws iqipriv 111 Q1V.W'or frrtber inawaltion gene slakply givingQua, or New Vote; eacaange is weillarY "VsCorrewy by Sipes.' (at our torpebew .
dressed
M. A, DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington. D. C
Achtrais Itegiaterwd Letters to
N gW ORLEANS ATIONAL 11•NK,
N•w Orleans. La.
REMEMBE
D That the preivenee of
tienerals isesuregard
and karly, who are in charge of the drawings,
Is a guarantee of absolute fairnesa wad integrity.
that the Chances •re all equal, and that DO ODD
can poseibly divine what numbers will draw a
Pnes.
REM IR MUER that the payment of Prises
Is GIVAISANTIREO B Y _Fora NA.
T1ONAL 1111Afalta of New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the Presofeet •gt In-
stitution, whose chartered rights are recognis-
ed In the highest Ceurts: therefore. beware of
any iteitatious ano03111:ilin schemes.
ARBUCKLE§
psei on a P=royrrfoFA3f
Faarantio et
ARIOSA
001PTRE is kept in all arst-elaas
'Wires from the AUantle to tho Pacific.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brand in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGE&
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
•••....•••••.......,••••••••••••••Aw••••••••••••••••••••••••
PH at CIANII.
Taos W Beeline
Drs. Fairloilt
Phyiciau
SW-Oboe corner alb and Main.
DR. DARWIN BELL
Offers his prof( ational services to the people of
Hoplonsvtue and vicinity.
mmie-omee over Planter. Bask. lisle Pt
DUN T SOTS.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
-PEWITSTIT
Hopkineviste,
Office over hi. resale: A Bowe.
Kentucky.
ATTOIMPI EV la.
JOHN FEL•Nr11. J01114 exLAND.Ja.
THE FELANDS,
Attorneys at Law,
win practise ta au Ike marts •
moswesith.
011s, a Rowse What
lintuky Collegc,
HOPKINSVILLE,
38th Year Spriag Term •BeveiP.
Tuesday, January, ?4, I88§,
A FULL COINS OF PROFESSOR.
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
1 I. a Nue •ii ItS-Engl sh, Latin, 6 reek,
French, awl tierman
I Sti gee g-hlentat, Moral, and Physical.
IL Lao' A ItaltIOU- A ppl mot Mat he.nu. ties.
4, 4 ileeltaelt-Comniereial Lau, Commer-
cial Arithmetic, and 11,ok -leering.
4. Noitli it. g °rusk-- Designed. oepeeially.
fcr the iastruel ion of tlioiv lino expel t to teach
-Theory tool I earner of Teaching, Normal
Methods. Drieleit school*. hi li,,o1 40:0Tetilitilglitr,
School A niUm.inenis, Teacher's Institutes. etc.
II. l'ii•l'iliAT"kf sign 1.11111•IKY lltilli Me-
lte/1(11.g. Spell nig, WI ain't. tseogreehy, •rIth-
Mein., etc.,
7. 11111-s.c and A kr
ii. Tilt/ LIT In A DI Sot' IFTI igi-Irdnsa3 Read-
ing. Declamation, It. eitsii,m and Debating.
V. Daily Reading and Writiug e•terciara for
pow . in All I tel.*, tments
1111 WORD int. Collet, eh•I enge n c.nupartens
with any ((Alter first-claw college or metioot
Monthly lteporm Rent to parents an guardians
Seib ...tea admitted to the Study Hall and
Recitation It....,ms. Young ladlem hoard with
the l'reintent in collegrn litilltillig.. Young gra •
%lessen in ',mate families. Pup II.
sehool on tbe Int of January Mt, awl
it' iiii.il the ebee of the keellell in J
t
reed...one th's tu 0 lon free. Ten
[NATI:. F or further partici.' al,. ca
aett. address .11 eel oses a.. wraith
ge resides
Prof . M. L. Lirscoisia.•. r.,
A. J. DABNEY Com'd't Cadets.
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